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ABSTRACT 
Inbreeding occurs at both the individual level and the population level In most 
plant breeding programs. Modeling systems that include inbreeding requires 
knowledge of how inbreeding affects genetic variance. The objectives of this wori< 
were to model the effects of inbreeding on variances of genetic effects in individuals 
and repartitioning of genetic variance within and among subpopulations derived from 
a common metapopulation Two hundred random Inbred lines were developed in the 
BS13(S)C0 maize population by four generations of self-pollination to study the 
effects of inbreeding at the individual and population level in BS13(S)C0. The 200 
lines along with a set of related half-sib families were evaluated in replicated yield 
trials. Genetic covariances of inbred relatives were estimated for six agronomic 
characters. Inbreeding caused a significant change in the mean of all six traits, and 
an increase in the variance of dominance deviations for five of six traits 
demonstrating that both the mean and variance of dominance deviations are larger 
in inbred individuals (F=1) than in noninbred individuals. Additionally, dominance 
deviations became negatively correlated with breeding values in inbred individuals. 
The correlation between dominance deviations and genotypic values in inbred 
individuals was 0.37 or less for all traits except grain yield, which had a correlation 
between dominance deviations and genotypic values in inbred individuals of 0.63. 
The average degree of dominance was found to be greater than 2 (0 is no 
dominance, 1 is complete dominance) for all traits except grain yield. Based on 
predicted effects of inbreeding on variance component structure in BS13(S)C0, 
be 
additive variance for grain yield will change very little at average inbreeding 
coefficients less than 0.5. Other traits will lose genetic variance roughly in accord 
with neutral additive expectations based on estimates of additive variance in the 
base population. Pseudo-overdominance, combined with the high correlation 
between Inbred dominance deviations and genotypic values may explain the lack of 
response to inbred-progeny recurrent selection for grain yield in the BS13(S) 
population. Furthermore, our results predict that genetic variance will not be 
exhausted in this population, a result in accord with the observed long-term 
maintenance of genetic variance in recurrent selection programs in the Iowa Stiff 
Stalk Synthetic population. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
Introduction: Inbreeding and drift 
Jacquard (1975) proposed that the term inbreeding has been used to refer to 
five independent genetic properties of individuals or populations: 1) the pedigree 
relationship between individuals, 2) genetic drift of an isolated group, 3) deviation of 
mating behavior from panmictic behavior, 4) subdivision of a population into isolated 
groups, 5) deviation of genotypic frequencies from Hardy-Weinberg frequencies. 
However, all five properties outlined by Jacquard (1975) arise from the same 
process: matings between individuals with common pedigrees. Nonetheless, 
Jacquard (1975) has illustrated an important point. The unavoidable sharing of 
common ancestors has several types of genetical consequences. In particular, a 
differentiation can be seen between genetic consequences of inbreeding at the 
individual level, and the numerous consequences of inbreeding at the population 
level. 
It is very typical to refer to the effects of inbreeding at the population level as 
'drift.' The term 'drift' was introduced by Sewall Wright in 1929 in a response to a 
paper by R. A. Fisher as a reference to systematic change in heterozygote 
frequency with selection (Wright, 1984). In the same year, Wright used drift to refer 
to 'accidents of sampling in gametogenesis' (Wright, 1984). Later, Wright used drift 
to refer to random changes in the selection coefficient on an allele, an important 
component of his shifting balance theory (Wright, 1984). Wright himself pointed out 
that he never intended drift to be used as a technical term, but it has become one 
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(Wright, 1984). Unfortunately, It Is often used In such a vague manner, that its 
intended meaning may not be well understood. The term 'driff by itself is 
meaningless, unless one specifies whether a systematic or random process is 
inferred, and what is drifting. Technically, inbreeding may be a better term to 
describe the processes that we have attempted to describe in this work. Admittedly, 
the usage of 'drift* may still be vague at times in our work. 
In maize breeding (as in other economic species), inbreeding takes place at 
an individual level in the development of inbred lines, and at a population level by 
the unavoidable utilization of finite numbers of parents, whether in germplasm 
maintenance or in selection programs. All five of the genetic consequences of 
inbreeding mentioned by Jacquard (1975) are certainly important in maize breeding. 
Despite the ubiquitous importance of inbreeding in maize breeding programs, the 
phenotypic consequences of inbreeding are very pooriy understood beyond the 
known reduction in the population mean phenotype with inbreeding. 
Objectives 
The objectives of the investigations described herein were to describe the 
phenotypic consequences of inbreeding in the BS13(S)C0 population beyond 
inbreeding depression. Specifically, the following areas will be discussed: 1) how 
inbreeding changes variability in breeding values, genotypic values, and dominance 
deviations, 2) how inbreeding changes the interrelationships among breeding 
values, genotypic values, sind dominance deviations, 3) intrapopulation variance of 
inbreeding depression and heterosis, 4) estimation of the average degree of 
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dominance with arbitrary allele frequencies, 5) the influence of the variance of the 
pedigree inbreeding coefficient on genetic variances under a single locus model, 6) 
systematic and random changes in the mean value of a population with inbreeding, 
7) changes in variance component structure within a population with inbreeding, and 
8) relationship between population size and the magnitude of the phenotypic effects 
of inbreeding. 
Dissertation organization 
The dissertation is organized into four chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction. 
Chapters 2 and 3 are manuscripts to be submitted to Genetics and Crop Science, 
respectively, and Chapter 4 is the general conclusions chapter. Since Chapters 2 
and 3 are manuscripts being submitted to different joumals, there are some style 
differences between chapters primarily in literature citations and table fonnatting. 
The Crop Science style of literature citations has been used in Chapters 1, 3, and 4. 
The manuscript contained in Chapter 2 will address objectives 1-5, and the 
manuscript in Chapter 3 will cover objectives 5-8. Objective 5 is covered in both 
manuscripts from slightly different perspectives. In a more general sense, Chapter 2 
describes effects of inbreeding on individuals and Chapter 3 predicts population 
level effects of inbreeding using results from Chapter 2. 
Literature review 
Inbreeding depression: Inbreeding depression In maize (Zea mays L.) is a 
ubiquitous phenomenon found in all populations and for neariy any measurable trait. 
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Studies of inbreeding depression by Benson and Hailauer (1994), Cornelius and 
Dudley (1974), Good and Hailauer (1977), Hailauer and Sears (1973), San Vicente 
and Hailauer (1993), and Walters et al. (1991) found significant inbreeding 
depression for 19 of 22 phenotypic and agronomic characters evaluated in one or 
more of these studies. Inbreeding depression rates, expressed as the reduction In 
the mean per 1% increase in the inbreeding coefficient (F), ranged from 0.010 to 
0.045 Mg ha*  ^ for grain yield, 0.3 to 0.6 cm for plant height, and -0.04 to -0.07 days 
to anthesis. All of these inbreeding depression rates were found to be linear 
functions of the inbreeding coefficient. Linear regression on the inbreeding 
coefficient accounted for 98% or more of the variation among inbred generations for 
grain yield in the six cited studies of inbreeding depression. For traits other than 
grain yield, linear regression on the inbreeding coefficient accounted for 90% or 
more of the variation among generation means. 
Inbreeding depression rates in maize are influenced little by either selection 
within closed populations or method of inbreeding. Good and Hailauer (1977) and 
Cornelius and Dudley (1974) found that differences in inbreeding depression rates 
between selfing and full-sib mating were quite small. Benson and Hailauer (1994) 
found that inbreeding depression rates changed very little with recurrent selection in 
closed maize populations. The rate of Inbreeding depression for grain yield 
remained constant over nine cycles of reciprocal recurrent selection in the BSSS(R) 
population. Seven cycles of half-sib selection with the double-cross tester Ia13 
followed by three cycles of Sg selection, initiated in the same base population as 
BSSS(R), reduced the inbreeding depression rate from 0.0314 to 0.0295 Mg ha\ 
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Keeratinijakel and Lamkey (1993a) found a decreasing trend in inbreeding 
depression in BSSS(R), but not in BSCB1 (R). 
Quantitative genetic studies of inbreeding in plants: Cornelius and 
Dudley (1974,1976) studied the effects of inbreeding by full-sib mating and selfing in 
the Syn. O. P. maize population, a synthetic population formed from 36 open-
pollinated maize varieties. Sixty random plant-to-plant crosses were made. Within 
each full-sib family, two randomly chosen plants were sib mated to Initiate a full-sib 
mated line, and one randomly chosen plant was self pollinated to Initiate a self-
pollinated line. Inbreeding was continued for eight generations of full-sib mating and 
five generations of self-pollination In the respective lines. Each of the 13 Inbred 
generations derived from 60 full-sib founder populations was evaluated In replicated 
yield trials. The effect of inbreeding on quantitative characters was analyzed with 
three different parameterizations of the genetic covariances among inbred relatives 
(Cornelius, 1988). However, because of collinearity between additive and 
dominance effects In the model, these components were difficult to separate, and 
several negative estimates of genetic variances were obtained. Although some of 
these variances may have been spurious estimates, a pattern did appear with 
respect to correlations between genetic effects In this population. Additive effects of 
alleles at panmixia were positively correlated with additive effects at complete 
homozygosity. Inbred dominance deviations were generally not correlated with 
additive effects at complete homozygosity, and were negatively correlated with 
additive effects at panmixia. Coors (1988) also found negative estimates of the 
covariance component D, In the 3L Comp maize population, suggesting that inbred 
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dominance deviations were negatively correlated with additive effects at panmixia. 
Shaw et al. (1999) evaluated five traits In a natural population of NemophUa 
me/72/es//and found three numerically negative, but nonsignificant, estimates of D,, 
and two very near zero. In addition, they found that dominance deviations were of 
larger magnitude in inbred individuals than in noninbred individuals for four out of 
five traits, a feature not apparent in the work of Cornelius (1988) or Coors (1988). 
Pray and Goodnight (1995) conducted a study in Tribolium castaneum similar to that 
of Comelius and Dudley (1976) in which they inbred independent lineages of 
Tribolium castaneum and regressed the perfomnance of individual lines on the 
pedigree-inbreeding coefficient. Based on variability in inbreeding depression rates 
among lineages, they argued that inbreeding depression is highly variable within 
populations and is a heritable genetic trait. While they did not specifically attribute 
the variability to genetic effects as did Comelius (1988), Coors (1988), or Shaw et al. 
(1998), part of the variability in inbreeding depression among lineages corresponds 
to variability in inbred dominance deviations. 
Inbreeding and selection: There are two very important questions related to 
inbreeding in selection programs in maize. First, how efficient is selection based on 
inbred progeny versus outbred progeny? Second, how does inbreeding in the 
population as a whole limit selection response in the long temi? The first question 
regarding inbred versus outbred progeny selection has been addressed in Sr and 
Sg-progeny recurrent selection programs in maize. Eight cycles of Sa-progeny 
recurrent selection have been completed in the BS13 population. Lamkey (1992) 
found a decrease of 6.4 q ha"  ^over the first four cycles of Sa-progeny recun-ent 
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selection In the BS13 population followed by an increase of 7.0 q ha'^  over the next 
two cycles, resulting in no significant average response over the six cycles of 
selection. Helms et al. (1989) evaluated selection response following the first four 
cycles of Sa selection in BS13 and found a nonsignificant gain of 0.068 q ha*  ^ in 
performance of the population per se. In BSSS(HT), from which BS13 was derived, 
the selection response for grain yield was 1.64 q ha*  ^per cycle for seven cycles of 
half sib selection with the double-cross tester lalS. The response to Sz progeny 
selection was considered disappointing when compared with these results. Lamkey 
(1992) suggested inadequate genetic variation, overdominance, and genetic drift as 
possible explanations for the lack of response from Inbred progeny selection. 
However, given the selection response in BSSS(HT), overdominance was 
considered unlikely as the predominant type of gene action. Further, ample genetic 
variance was present for genetic gains (Lamkey, 1992). 
Of progeny-based recurrent selection methods used in plants, Empig et al. 
(1972) found that Inbred-progeny recurrent selection makes maximum use of 
available additive genetic variance in the base population. Choo and Kannenberg 
(1979) compared Si, modified ear-to-row, and mass selection in a simulation study 
with 40 independent genes affecting grain yield. Simulation conditions were: i) 
heritabilities on a single plant basis of 0.6 and 0.2, ii) selection intensities of 5% and 
25%, and iii) completely additive versus completely dominant gene action. Selection 
among Si progeny was superior to the other two methods in every circumstance for 
at least the first 10 cycles of selection. However, in practice, results from inbred 
progeny recurrent selection have been disappointing. Iglesias and Hallauer (1989) 
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found essentially no response in population per se performance following five cycles 
of S2 selection in BSTL and four cycles of S2 selection in BS16. Tanner and Smith 
(1987) found that Si selection was superior to half-sib family selection for four cycles 
of selection in the BSK population, but after eight cycles the total selection 
responses from the two methods were approximately equal for performance per se, 
inbred performance, and testcross performance. 
The second question concerning inbreeding and selection in maize, the long 
tenri effect of inbreeding on selection response, has primarily been addressed in 
maize through a generation means model developed by Smith (1979a,b). Helms et 
al. (1989) estimated inbreeding depression due to the effects of genetic drift in three 
maize recurrent selection programs using Smith's (1979a,b) model. Significant 
estimates of drift were found in BSSS(R) after 10 cycles of reciprocal recurrent 
selection with BSCB1 as the reciprocal population and in BSSS(HT) after 6 cycles of 
half-sib selection with double cross tester Ia13. Helms et al. (1989) found a similar 
numerical estimate of drift after four cycles of Sa selection in BS13, but it was not 
significant, perhaps because of fewer data points for the model and fewer cycles of 
selection had been completed. Similar results were found in BSSS(R) and 
BSSS(HT) as well as in BSCB1 by Smith (1983), in BS10 and BS11 by Eyherabide 
and Hallauer (1991), in BSK by Tanner and Smith (1987), and in BSSS(R) and 
BSCB1 (R) by Keeratinijakel and Lamkey (1993b). If the assumptions of Smith's 
(1979a,b) model are acceptable, these results suggest that inbreeding has played 
an important role in limiting selection response in these populations. 
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Inbreeding and repartitioning of genetic variance: The effects of 
inbreeding on genetic properties of populations beyond mean phenotypic value are 
best understood by visualizing a large metapopulation that has become subdivided 
into a large number of independent, finite subpopulations or lines (also referred to as 
demes). Over time, as a result of mating a finite number of individuals within lines, 
the average inbreeding coefficient of individuals increases, as does the relationship 
between individuals within lines. Generally, the variability among independent lines 
increases as the lines become more inbred. Within lines, the change in genetic 
variance depends on the genetic properties of the trait under consideration in the 
metapopulation. Wright (1951) described the effects of subdividing a 
metapopulation, into finite, isolated lines, under a model of pure additive gene 
action. The base population mean genotypic value remains constant with 
inbreeding, but the genetic variance, all of which is additive (c^), becomes 
repartitioned lineariy with the inbreeding coefficient, F. Genetic variance within 
lines (V^) decreases linearly in F, from at F = 0 to zero at F = 1, while variance 
among lines, or between-line variance (V^), increases lineariy in F from zero at 
F = 0 to 2cr  ^ at F = 1. Total genetic variance among individuals with respect to the 
base population (v;), which equals between-line variance plus within-line variance 
(V^+V^), increases lineariy from at F=0 to 2(^1 at F = l. Robertson (1952) and 
Willis and On- (1993) described the effects of drift in a population with recessive 
alleles segregating at low frequency, as in a population in selection-mutation 
balance. Compared with pure additive gene action, the presence of dominance in 
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the population has two major effects on the redistribution of genetic variance with 
drift. Rrst, total genetic variance and additive variance within lines initially increase 
with inbreeding. Second, relative to additive variance in the base population, larger 
increases in between-line variance than expected under an additive model are 
observed (Robertson, 1952; Willis and Orr, 1993). Linkage disequilibrium, 
generated by finite population size, further inflates dominance variance within lines 
(Avery and Hill 1979). Results qualitatively similar to Robertson's (1952) have been 
demonstrated for epistatic gene action (Bryant et al., 1986a,b; Goodnight, 1987, 
1988, 1995; Cockerham and Tachida, 1988; Tachida and Cockerham, 1989; 
Cheverud and Routman, 1995,1996; Whitlock et al., 1993). 
Increases in between-line variance that are larger than expected under an 
additive model have been shown for morphometric traits in the housefly (Bryant et 
al. 1986a) and viability in Drosophila (Garcia et al. 1994). Increases in additive 
genetic variance following inbreeding have been demonstrated for morphometric 
traits in the housefly (Bryant et al., 1986b, Bryant and Meffert, 1992), viability in 
Drosophila melanogaster {Garcia et al., 1994; Lopez-Fanjul and Villaverde, 1989), 
and viability in Tribolium castaneum (Fernandez et al., 1995). In general, the power 
of these studies to differentiate between dominance and epistasis was quite limited. 
However, inbreeding depression was found in all cases cited for viability (Garcia et 
al., 1994, Lopez-Fanjul and Villaverde, 1989, Fernandez et al., 1995), and for body-
size traits in the housefly (Bryant et al., 1986b) demonstrating the presence of 
intralocus dominance deviations, suggesting that segregating rare recessives made 
an important contribution to observed patterns of genetic variance. Bryant et al. 
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(1986a) showed that differentiation among bottienecked lines of Drosophila for body-
size associated traits was more consistent with a model of epistasis, but the power 
of this conclusion was somewhat limited by sample size (Lynch, 1988). 
The increase in additive variance in a population following inbreeding is a 
function of the nonlinear relationship between allele frequency and additive variance 
(Bryant and Meffert, 1988; Robertson, 1952). A small decrease in recessive allele 
frequency resulting from drift, will cause a small decrease in additive variance, but 
an equal increase in recessive allele frequency will result in a much larger increase 
in additive variance (Bryant and Meffert, 1988). Wang et al. (1998) predicted the 
effects of bottlenecks on populations in mutation-selection balance using estimates 
of the mutation rate, dominance coefficient, and shape of the distribution of mutant 
effects (assuming a gamma distribution) from historical mutation accumulation 
experiments. They concluded that a large proportion of the changes in between-line 
variance, additive variance within lines, and inbreeding depression following drift is 
caused by lethals and mutants of large effect which tend to be highly recessive. The 
recessivity of mutants implies that larger inbreeding depression of individual lines will 
be associated with larger increases in additive variance and larger selection 
responses. Experimentally, larger selection responses have been found within 
inbred lines that had lower mean values after one generation of full-sib mating. 
Bryant et al. (1990) found that fitness components in the housefly almost completely 
rebounded after five successive bottleneck events (1,4, and 16 pairs), and reported 
increased additive variance within the bottienecked lines for morphometric traits. 
These experimental results demonstrate the interplay between selection and drift 
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with recessive genes described by Wang et al. (1998). Selection continuously 
decreases recessive allele frequencies. Drift may lead to either increases or 
decreases in recessive allele frequencies, but if recessive allele frequencies 
increase, so will additive variance at the locus leading to more efficient selection. 
Inbreeding and gene action: The effect of inbreeding on quantitative 
genetic variation is a function of allelic frequency, type of gene action, Hardy-
Weinberg disequilibrium, and linkage disequilibrium in the base population. 
Because the effect of inbreeding is a function of so many variables, it is difficult to 
predict. However, some qualitative predictions can be made based on available 
quantitative genetic information in maize. The prominence of Inbreeding depression 
(and heterosis) underscores the importance of directional dominance on quantitative 
genetic variation in maize populations. The degree of dominance of genes affecting 
quantitative traits has been directly measured in maize using special mating designs. 
In Fa populations, the degree of dominance is neariy always greater than one, 
corresponding to overdominance (Robinson et al., 1949; Gardner et al., 1953; 
Gardner and Lonnquist, 1959; Moll et al., 1964; Han and Hallauer, 1989). Random 
mating of Fz populations to reduce linkage disequilibrium, however, reduces the 
estimate of the degree of dominance to approximately one or less, corresponding to 
partial or complete dominance (Gardner and Lonnquist, 1959; Moll et al., 1964; Han 
and Hallauer, 1989). Linkage disequilibrium in populations is increased by finite size 
(Bulmer, 1980, p. 226; Qureshi and Kempthome, 1968; Tachida and Cockerham, 
1989; Hill and Robertson, 1968) and selection (Bulmer, 1974; Hill and Robertson, 
1968; Hospital and Chevalet, 1996; Qureshi and Kempthome, 1968; Robertson, 
1977). Therefore, any population that is finite in size or in which selection has been 
practiced is expected to contain linkage disequilibrium and to exhibit apparent 
overdominance. The degree of dominance of genes affecting quantitative traits is 
perhaps one of the most central genetic properties of a population that determines 
the effects of inbreeding on genetic variation. Inbreeding fixes genes in 
homozygous state, eliminating physiological dominant gene effects, which are 
expressed only in heterozygotes. As inbreeding eliminates heterozygotes from the 
population, physiological dominance is eliminated, and the underlying average 
physiological effects of alleles are revealed in homozygous gene combinations. 
Inbreeding depression rates may become non-linear functions of the 
inbreeding coefficient if dominant by dominant epistatic interactions are important 
(Crow and Kimura, 1970, p. 80). Non-linear Inbreeding depression In maize has 
generally not been reported In the literature (Benson and Hallauer, 1994; Cornelius 
and Dudley, 1974; Good and Hallauer, 1977; Hallauerand Sears, 1973; San Vicente 
and Hallauer, 1993; Walters et al., 1991). In addition, measurement of epistatic 
genetic variance components has been very difficult In maize (Eberhart et al., 1966, 
Wright et al., 1971, Sllva and Hallauer, 1975). However, generation means models 
have found that epistatic effects are important In specific combinations (Lamkey et 
al., 1995; Stuber and Moll, 1969; Wolf and Hallauer, 1997). Cheverud and Routman 
(1995) have shown how physiological epistatic effects contribute directly to single 
locus genetic variance. Physiological epistatic effects were defined as deviations of 
multilocus genotypes from their expected values based on marginal single locus 
genotypic values in Individuals (Cheverud and Routman, 1995). Statistical epistatic 
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effects were defined as average epistatic deviations that depend on allele 
frequencies, whereas physiological epistatic effects were defined in individuals, and 
are independent of allele frequencies. Goodnight (1987,1988) has shown how 
digenic epistatic variance is converted to additive variance following population 
bottlenecks. The reports by Goodnight (1987, 1988) and Cheverud and Routman 
(1995,1996) demonstrate how both physiological and statistical epistasis can be 
directly confounded with single locus genetic variances. This is likely the reason 
why epistasis has been difficult to measure in noninbred relatives. A fully general 
model for inbred relatives including epistasis is essentially intractable as shown by 
Weir and Cockerham (1977). Although epistasis may play an important role 
genetically in the inbreeding process, for the reasons described here, it is expected 
that the specific effects of epistatic effects on inbreeding depression will be 
extremely difficult to measure. 
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CHAPTER II: QUANTITATIVE GENETICS OF INBREEDING IN A SYNTHETIC 
MAIZE POPULATION 
A paper to be submitted for publication in Genetics 
Jode W. Edwards and Kendall R. Lamkey 
Abstract 
The average effects of inbreeding depression iiave been measured 
extensively in maize (Zea mays L.}, but the influence of inbreeding on genetic 
variance has not been well studied. We developed 200 random inbred lines in the 
BS13(S)C0 maize population and a set of 200 related half-sib families. The lines 
and haif-sib families were evaluated in replicated yield trials for six agronomic 
characters. Three of the traits in our study were Influenced by dominance, while 
three traits exhibited negligible effects of dominance. Portraits not influenced by 
dominance, little inbreeding depression was observed, and the genetic variance 
neariy doubled with inbreeding, as expected under an additive model. For traits 
influenced by dominance, we found that dominance deviations had a much larger 
variance in inbred individuals than in noninbred individuals, and were negatively 
correlated with breeding values in inbred individuals. The total genetic variance 
increased by 1.5 times or less for traits influenced by dominance. An estimator of 
the degree of dominance in a population with arbitrary allele frequencies was 
developed using the covariance components for inbred relatives. For the three traits 
influenced by dominance, the average degree of dominance was suggestive of 
overdominance, which we attributed to linkage disequilibrium in the population. 
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Introduction 
Inbreeding depression in maize {Zea mays L.) is a ubiquitous phenonnenon 
found in all populations and for nearly any measurable trait. Studies of inbreeding 
depression found significant inbreeding depression for 19 of 22 phenotypic and 
agronomic characters evaluated in one or more of these studies (BENSON and 
HALLAUER. 1994; CORNELIUS and DUDLEY, 1974; GOOD and HALLAUER, 
1977; HALLAUER and SEARS, 1973; SAN VICENTE and HALLAUER, 1993; 
WALTERS etaL, 1991). Inbreeding depression rates, expressed as the reduction in 
the mean per 1% increase in the inbreeding coefficient (F), ranged from 0.010 to 
0.045 Mg ha'^  for grain yield, 0.3 to 0,6 cm for plant height, and -0.04 to -0.07 days 
to anthesis. All of these inbreeding depression rates were found to be linear 
functions of the inbreeding coefficient. Linear regression on the inbreeding 
coefficient accounted for 98% or more of the variation among inbred generations for 
grain yield in the six cited studies of inbreeding depression. Portraits other than 
grain yield, linear regression on the inbreeding coefficient accounted for 90% or 
more of the variation among generation means. 
Inbreeding depression rates in maize are influenced little by either selection 
within closed populations or method of Inbreeding. GOOD and HALLAUER (1977) 
and CORNELIUS and DUDLEY (1974) found that differences in inbreeding 
depression rates between selfing and full-sib mating were quite small. BENSON 
and HALLAUER (1994) found that inbreeding depression rates changed very little 
with recurrent selection in closed maize populations. The rate of Inbreeding 
depression for grain yield remained constemt over nine cycles of reciprocal recurrent 
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selection in the BSSS(R) population. Seven cycles of half-sib selection with the 
double cross tester Ia13 followed by three cycles of S2 selection, initiated in the 
same base population as BSSS(R), reduced the inbreeding depression rate from 
0.0314 Mg ha-  ^ to 0.0295 Mg ha \ KEERATINIJAKEL and LAMKEY (1993) found a 
decreasing trend in inbreeding depression in BSSS(R), but not in BSCB1 (R). 
CORNELIUS and DUDLEY (1974,1976) studied the effects of inbreeding by 
full-sib mating and selfing in the Syn. O. P. maize population, a synthetic population 
formed from 36 open-pollinated maize varieties. Sixty random plant-to-plant crosses 
were made. Within each full-sib family, two randomly chosen plants were sib mated 
to initiate a full-sib mated line, and one randomly chosen plant was self pollinated to 
initiate a self-pollinated line, inbreeding was continued for eight generations of full-
sib mating and five generations of self-pollination in the respective lines. Each of the 
13 inbred generations derived from 60 full-sib founder populations was evaluated in 
replicated yield trials. The effect of inbreeding on quantitative characters was 
analyzed with three different parameterizations of the genetic covariances among 
inbred relatives (CORNELIUS, 1988). However, because of collinearity between 
additive and dominance effects in the model, these components were difficult to 
separate, and several negative estimates of genetic variances were obtained. 
Although some of these variances may have been spurious estimates, there was a 
general pattern with respect to correlations between genetic effects in this 
population. Additive effects of alleles at panmixia were positively correlated with 
additive effects at complete homo27gosity. Inbred dominance deviations were 
generally not correlated with additive effects at complete homozygosity, and were 
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negatively con'elated with additive effects at panmixia. COORS (1988) also found 
that inbred dominance deviations were negatively correlated with additive effects at 
panmixia in the 3L maize population. SHAW etal. (1998) evaluated five traits in a 
natural population of Nemophila menziesii and found three numerically negative, but 
nonsignificant, estimates of D,, and two very near zero. In addition, they found that 
dominance deviations were of larger magnitude for inbred individuals than for 
noninbred individuals for four out of five traits, a feature not obvious in the work of 
CORNELIUS (1988) or COORS (1988). PRAY and GOODNIGHT (1995) conducted 
a study in Tribolium castaneum similar to that of CORNELIUS and DUDLEY (1976) 
in which they inbred independent lineages of Tribolium castaneum and regressed 
the performance of individual lines on the pedigree-inbreeding coefficient. Based on 
variability in inbreeding depression rates among lineages, they argued that 
inbreeding depression is highly variable within populations and is a heritable genetic 
trait. While they did not specifically attribute the variability to genetic effects as did 
CORNELIUS (1988), COORS (1988), or SHAW etaL (1998), part of the variability in 
inbreeding depression among lineages corresponds to variability in inbred 
dominance deviations. 
The effect of inbreeding on quantitative genetic variation is a function of allelic 
frequency, type of gene action, Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium, and linkage 
disequilibrium in the base population. Because the effect of inbreeding is a function 
of so many variables, it is difficult to predict. However, some qualitative predictions 
can be made based on available quantitative genetic infomnation in maize. The 
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prominence of inbreeding depression (and heterosis) emphasizes the importance of 
directional dominance on quantitative genetic variation in maize populations. 
The degree of dominance of genes affecting quantitative traits has been 
directly measured in maize using special mating designs. In Fa populations, the 
degree of dominance is neariy always greater than one, corresponding to 
overdominance (ROBINSON etaL, 1949; GARDNER etaL, 1953; GARDNER and 
LONNQUIST. 1959; MOLL etaL, 1964; HAN and HALLAUER, 1989). Random 
mating of Fa populations to reduce linkage disequilibrium, however, reduces the 
estimate of the degree of dominance to approximately one or less, corresponding to 
partial or complete dominance (GARDNER and LONNQUIST, 1959; MOLL etal., 
1964; HAN and HALLAUER, 1989). Linkage disequilibrium in populations is 
increased by finite size (BULMER, 1980, p. 226; QURESHI and KEMPTHORNE, 
1968; TACHIDA and COCKERHAM, 1989; HILL and ROBERTSON, 1968) and 
selection (BULMER, 1974; HILL and ROBERTSON, 1968; HOSPITAL and 
CHEVALET, 1996; QURESHI and KEMPTHORNE, 1968; ROBERTSON. 1977). 
Therefore, any population that is finite in size or in which selection has been 
practiced is expected to contain linkage disequilibrium and to exhibit apparent 
overdominance. The degree of dominance of genes affecting quantitative traits is 
perhaps one of the most central genetic properties of a population that determines 
the effects of inbreeding on genetic variation. Inbreeding fixes genes in a 
homozygous state, eliminating physiological dominant gene effects, which are 
expressed only in heterozygotes. As inbreeding eliminates heterozygotes from the 
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population, physiological dominance is eliminated, and the underiying average 
physiological effects of alleles are revealed in homozygous gene combinations. 
Inbreeding depression rates may become non-linear functions of the 
inbreeding coefficient if dominant by dominant epistatic interactions are important 
(CROW and KIMURA, 1970, p. 80). Non-linear inbreeding depression in maize has 
generally not been reported (BENSON and HALLAUER, 1994; CORNELIUS and 
DUDLEY, 1974; GOOD and HALLAUER, 1977; HALLAUER and SEARS, 1973; 
SAN VICENTE and HALLAUER. 1993; WALTERS etaL, 1991). In addition, 
measurement of epistatic genetic variance components has been very difficult in 
maize (EBERHART etaL, 1966, WRIGHT etaL, 1971, SILVA and HALLAUER, 
1975). However, generation means models have found that epistatic effects are 
important in specific combinations (LAMKEY etaL, 1995; STUBER and MOLL, 
1969; WOLF and HALLAUER, 1997). CHEVERUD and ROUTMAN (1995) have 
shown how physiological epistatic effects contribute directly to single locus genetic 
variance. Physiological epistatic effects were defined as deviations of multilocus 
genotypes from their expected values based on marginal single locus genotypic 
values in individuals. Statistical epistatic effects were defined as average epistatic 
deviations that depend on allele frequencies, whereas physiological epistatic effects 
were defined in Individuals, and are independent of allele frequencies (CHEVERUD 
and ROUTMAN, 1995). GOODNIGHT (1987,1988) has shown howdigenic 
epistatic variance is converted to additive variance following population bottlenecks. 
The reports by GOODNIGHT (1987,1988) and CHEVERUD and ROUTMAN (1995, 
1996) demonstrate how both physiological and statistical epistasis can be directly 
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confounded with single locus genetic variances. This is likely the reason why 
epistasis has been difficult to nneasure in noninbred relatives. A fully general model 
for inbred relatives including epistasis is essentially intractable as shown by WEIR 
and COCKERHAM (1977). Although epistasis may play an Important role 
genetically in the inbreeding process, for the reasons described here, it is expected 
that the specific effects of epistasis on inbreeding depression will be extremely 
difficult to measure. The objective of our study was to genetically dissect the effects 
of inbreeding in the BS13(S)C0 maize population in terms of a single-locus genetic 
model for inbred relatives. 
Theory and interpretation of covariances of inbred relatives: A full 
description of the genotypic covariance between two individuals for any level of 
inbreeding requires measures of identity by descent for four alleles. If individual X 
contains alleles a and b, and individual Y contains alleles c and d, the minimum set 
of descent measures required for genotypic covariance models is as follows: 
=pr{a=b),  = pr{c = d),  6 X Y  = K[pr{a=c)+pr{a = d)+pr{b = c)+pr{b = d)],  
Yxy =yi[pr{a = b = c)+pr{a=b = d% =y2[pr{a^c = d)-¥pr{b = c = d)],  
^x*Y =yz[pr{a = c,b = d)+pr{a = d,b = c)[,  = pr{a = b,c = d),  5^ = pr{a=b = c = d) 
(COCKERHAM, 1971). Parameter estimates will be reported for three single locus 
genetic models for inbred relatives, referred to as the D-model, C-model, and Q-
model by CORNELIUS (1988) and CORNELIUS and VAN SANFORD (1988). The 
three models describe exactly the same genetic variance-covariance structure 
among inbred relatives, and hence are equivalent models. 
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HARRIS (1964) introduced the D-model as an extension of the classical 
genetic model first introduced by FISHER (1918). Under the D-model, the value of 
genotype AiA, in a population of individuals in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is (WEIR 
and COCKERHAM, 1977): 
y,^=fi+a,+a^+S.,j, 
where: 
fi = population mean at panmixia, 
or, = additive effect of allele A,, and 
S-j = dominance deviation of genotype AjAj. 
Least squares solutions are obtained for a ,^ and or, by minimizing the 
quantity ^ PiPjS^ with respect to //, or-, and , where 5^ = and p. 
'•J 
and p. are the frequencies of alleles Aj and Aj, respectively. With the restriction that 
additive effects have a zero average, i.e., ^pfic. = 0, dominance deviations will 
i  
have an average of zero across one or both subscripts:  ^PiPjS,j = ^  PiS j^ =0. 
i j  I  
The mean of the population at panmixia, ^^PiPjVij. has expected value of fi, 
»• j 
and the mean of the population at homozygosity, ^Piyu , has expected value 
i  
M + ^ Pi^ a • The term ^PiS  ^ is the expected value of total inbreeding depression 
i  i  
for a single locus. In a population in Hardy-Weinberg proportions, all effects in the 
model for genotype AjAj are independent of each other, which leads to: 
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Var{y.j)== <7; + (T  ^+ , where <tI  = er; + <7^ , and = ct|^  . The 
terms and <7  ^ are additive and dominance variance respectively. In inbred 
individuals, dominance deviations do not sum to zero, and are not independent of 
additive effects. The genotypic covariance between individuals X and Y including 
any level of inbreeding Is C  ^y = 2dxr<jl + -^xy)^d + ^y^)d^+ S^Dl 
+ (a^P -Fj^ Ff)H'. The component D, is the covariance between additive effects 
and homozygous dominance deviations,  ^pficA, Dl is the variance of 
homozygous dominance deviations,  ^  ^p^Sa 
V ' 
V 
, and H' is the squared sum 
of homozygous dominance deviations, or the square of inbreeding depression at a 
single locus, p-S^  ^ . To extend any of the equivalent models to multiple loci. 
single locus values are summed across loci. 
The C-model uses terms originally developed by KEMPTHORNE (1957), and 
can be written as a reparameterization of the D-model. CORNELIUS and DUDLEY 
(1975) used the following notation for the C-model: 
Xy = (1 - x)(  ^+ or, +aj+S,j)+ x(ji^  +ar_,), 
where: 
X = 
fl if alleles Ai and Ai are identical by descent 
[0 otherwise 
ju = population mean at panmixia. 
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f ^ 
= population mean at homozygosity, 
= additive effect of allele Aj at panmixia, 
a .^ = effect of allele A,- when inbred to homozygosity, and 
= dominance deviation of alleles A and Aj. 
Using conversion formulae from CORNELIUS and VAN SANFORD (1988), 
The C-model expression for the covariance between individuals X and Y for any 
level of inbreeding can be obtained from the D-model expression above as: C  ^y = 
~yxr ~yxY '^(/xr ~^xf^ 
++ f - F^Fy)H'. The component C is the covariance between additive 
effects of alleles at panmixia and their effects at homozygosity, , of is the 
i  
variance of homozygous allelic effects, , and <jI, a],,  and H' have the 
i  
same expectations as in the D-model (CORNELIUS and DUDLEY, 1975). 
The Q-model is based on genotypic contrasts between homozygotes, and 
contrasts between heterozygotes and the homozygote midpoint values. The full 
multiallelic model was described by CORNELIUS and VAN SANFORD (1988) using 
terms introduced by KEMPTHORNE (1957). Defining as the genotypic value of 
AjAj (defined to maintain consistency with notation used by CORNELIUS and VAN 
SANFORD (1988)), the contrasts are y.^  = and x.,. = g.. + g~ - Ig .^ The 
genotypic covariance between individuals is based on the quadratic functions 
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x.j=^PiXjj and y,. = ^ p.j... The covariance between individuals X and Y 
««/ '*j 
including any level of inbreeding is: Q j, = -t- -^Yxf~ ^ xf)Qxy 
(^xy ~ yjCY ~ ^XY ^XY )^*X ~ ^ XY i.^X-Y ~~ COfTipOnent 
is the variance of the heterozygote contrasts,  ^pjx'j-x ,^ Q .^ is the variance of 
J 
homozygote contrasts,  ^ , and the term is the covariance of homozygote 
j 
contrasts with heterozygote contrasts, 
(CORNELIUS, 1988). 
j \  ^ J i j>i 
WRIGHT and COCKERHAM (1986) have shown under the D-model that 
genetic covariances between individuals derived exclusively by self-pollination can 
be expressed with only four genetic variance-covariance components because of a 
linear dependency among components. The four required components were given 
as linear functions of D-model components: = 2<t^  + 4£),+Dj, <t  ^ = Dj + 2crl, 
= 2D,+£>*, = CORNELIUS and VAN SANFORD (1988) have shown 
under the C-model coefficients on <j\ and crl are identical with relatives derived 
exclusively by self-fertilization demonstrating that these components are completely 
confounded. An explanation for the linear dependency offered by CORNELIUS and 
VAN SANFORD (1988) is that the progeny of an individual AAj cannot contain 
alleles other than Ai or A,-. The average value of allele A,- in setf-pollinated progeny of 
AjAj Is a function of only two values: the value of the allele in homozygous state, and 
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the value of the allelic combination AjAj. Hence, average effects of alleles and or, 
are confounded with dominance deviations Sy because only a single noninbred 
genotype is possible among ail self-pollinated progeny of an individual. In the D-
model, used by WRIGHT and COCKERHAM (1986), the linear dependency can be 
removed by replacing and aj with homo2ygous effects of the alleles, and 
, and by replacing dominance deviations, Sij, with deviations of heterozygotes 
from the mean of the two homozygotes. Kempthome (1957, p. 381) defined a term, 
H, as a 'deviation of a heterozygote from its two homozygotes,' which is equivalent 
to the heterosis observed at a single locus between alleles Aj and A,. We will 
introduce the heterosis between two alleles as 77  ^ in a fourth parameterization, the 
H-model: 
where: 
_ Jl if alleles Ai and A are identical by descent 
[0 otherwise 
fj. = population mean at panmixia, 
a i^ = effect of allele Aj when inbred to homozygosity, and 
77,J = heterosis between alleles A,- and A,- in the genotype AjAj. 
Substituting D-model expectations for homozygous effects of alleles in the H-
model results in +>^(2£ir, + +x(2flr .^ +J. )+77 .^ =//+«;.+«,. +;/(, + 
so that Tjij (4/With this definition of 77 .^, 77  ^= 0, since an allele cannot 
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display heterosis with itseif. The 77 .^ sum to T]_=^Y^p.pp].. =-^PiS  ^, showing that 
' I i 
under the H-model, the expected value of average heterosis is the negative value of 
inbreeding depression. Expectations of variance components in the 
parameterizations proposed by WRIGHT and COCKERHAM (1986) can be written 
in terms of H-model gene effects. The component is the variance among 
homozygous genotypes, <y], is twice the variance of heterosis, 2^p-7j^  ^
i  i  
= 2  ^Pi i^ ij Yi. fe  ^~ + ^ 2 • sricl (j^ fj is twice the negative covariance 
c 
between the average heterosis of alleles and their effects at homozygosity, 
-  2 ^ .  w h e r e ,  tj.. = Y,Pj^a = 2pM " > ^ ( 4  +  < ^ 2 , ) ) = ,  s o  t h a t  
' i J 
-  2 ^ ^  P i ( 2 ^  X - > < 4 )  =  2 A  +  ,  a n d  H' = 77:. The Q-model, 
i  i  
which is based on genotypic contrasts, has a very simple relationship to the H-
model: =(2 .^ + and =fi^ . 
FALCONER and MACKAY (1996) have related genetic variances to 
obsen^able quantities using the concepts of breeding values and dominance 
deviations of individuals. The breeding value. A, of an individual is defined as "twice 
the mean deviation of the progeny from the population mean" (FALCONER and 
MACKAY, 1996, p. 114). The dominance deviation, D, is defined as "the difference 
between the genotypic value G and breeding value A of a particular genotype" 
(FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996, p. 116). Since the concepts of breeding value 
and dominance deviations refer to individuals, they result from summation over all 
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loci influencing a character being measured. However, for demonstration purposes, 
we will present the concepts for a single locus. The mean value of progeny of an 
individual with genotype AjAj is +X(a; since half of the progeny individuals 
receive allele Ai, and half receive allele A|. The breeding value of individuals with 
genotype AjA,- is twice the average deviation of the progeny from the population 
mean, or a^+a ,^ as shown by FALCONER and MACKAY (1996, p. 115). Hence, 
the variance of breeding values is via  ^+flrJ=<T;. The dominance deviation of an 
individual is the difference between the individuals genotypic value, expressed as a 
deviation from the population mean, and its breeding value, or 
D = G-fi-A = yij-;i-ai-aj=Sjj. Hence, the dominance deviations, Sij, in the 
genetic model relate directly to dominance deviations of individuals as defined by 
FALCONER and MACKAY (1996) and have variance <7 .^ Since breeding values 
and dominance deviations are independent in nonlnbred individuals, the variance of 
genotypic values, <7 ,^ is merely the sum (rl+crl since G = A + D (FALCONER and 
MACKAY, 1996). 
FALCONER and MACKAY (1996) defined these concepts for noninbred 
individuals (F = 0) but to our knowledge, these concepts have not been extended to 
inbred individuals. We extended the concepts of breeding value. A, and dominance 
deviations, D, to inbred individuals (F = l) as an aid in interpreting the components 
Dj, £>,, and H'. The mean value of progeny of an inbred individual is 
since the individual is inbred, and all progeny receive the 
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same allele. The individuals breeding value is therefore 2a;, and the variance of 
breeding values is Var(2ai)=4o  ^= 2<y\. The dominance deviation of an inbred 
individual is = y^-fi-2ai. The temn Dj is defined as the variance of the 
homozygous dominance deviations, and hence is the variance of dominance 
deviations, D, of inbred individuals just as (j^  is the variance of dominance 
deviations of noninbred individuals. The covariance between breeding values, A, 
and dominance deviations, D, of inbred individuals is equal to the covariance 
between la  ^and , which is 2D,, so that D, is one-half the covariance between 
breeding values and dominance deviations In inbred individuals. The variance of 
genotypic values, G, of inbred individuals is equal to the variance of , which 
is 2a^+4D, + Dj. Using similar arguments, covariances can also be found between 
G and A and between G and D for both noninbred and inbred progeny. In the case 
of noninbred progeny, the covariance between G and A equals (y\, and the 
covariance between G and D is . For inbred progeny, the covariance between G 
and A is Cov(2«;+<5 ,^20;) =Cov(2flrf,2a;) + Cov(2a;,<5 ,^) = 2<T^-i-2D,. Likewise, the 
covariance between G and D is Cov(2£if; + < ,^., =Cov(2ai,S^) +Cov(<5),-,4) 
= 2Di + Dl. Variances of G, A, and D as well as covariances between them are 
summarized in Table 2.1. Similar results are given in terms of the C-model and the 
Q-model using conversion formulae given by CORNELIUS (1988), 
The parameter H ' ,  the sum of squares of single locus inbreeding depression 
values, is absent from Table 2.1 because H' does not contribute to the genetic 
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variance when F = 1 or F=0. COCKERHAM (1984b) gave the following 
expressions for the genetic variance with F = 1 or F=0; 
<Tco =07 + <T  ^= total genetic variance among noninbred individuals (F=0) 
<7ci =2o'^  +4D, +D2 =total genetic variance among inbred 
individuals (F = l) 
Using these expressions, the total genetic variance for any level of inbreeding 
can be expressed as, = (l - F)(Tco + P<^g\ ^  ~ F)/f*, showing that the total 
genetic variance with inbreeding can be decomposed into three parts: noninbred 
genotypic values, with contribution proportional to 1-F, inbred genotypic values 
with contribution proportional to F, and H'. The contribution of H' to the total 
genetic variance is proportional to the variance of the pedigree-inbreeding coefficient 
(COCKERHAM and WEIR, 1983). Furthemriore, in expressions for the covariance 
between two individuals X and Y, the coefficient on H', ^ -Px^f 
covariance between pedigree inbreeding coefficients of individuals X and Y 
(COCKERHAM and WEIR, 1983). 
COCKERHAM (1983) and CORNELIUS (1988) defined 4.. of which Dl is the 
variance, as 'inbreeding depression effects." FALCONER and MACKAY (1996, p. 
248) define inbreeding depression as the 'average change of mean value in a 
number of lines' but do not give an empirical definition for intrapopulation variability 
in inbreeding depression. In previous studies of inbreeding depression, differences 
among pedigrees have been used as an indication of intrapopulation variability in 
inbreeding depression (SING etaL, 1967, PRAY and GOODNIGHT (1995)). 
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However, variability in observed changes in line means among independent 
pedigrees or lines is a function of variability in inbreeding depression and fixation of 
different alleles In different lines (PRAY and GOODNIGHT, 1995; LYNCH, 1988) 
Under FALCONER and MACKAY*S (1996) definition of inbreeding depression, the 
expected value of total Inbreeding depression is  ^ . Assuming all lines have an 
i  
expected value of  ^at panmixia, variability in observed changes in line means with 
inbreeding from F = 0 to F = 1 is a function of the variance among inbred genotypic 
values, //„ + 2a; + 5^ ,^ which is = 2<7^+4D,+Dj = . The contrast between line 
means at F=0 and F=1 is analogous to a two-point regression on the inbreeding 
coefficient. Therefore, if means of individual lines are regressed on the inbreeding 
coefficient, the variance among regression coefficients approaches 
<ji = 2(j\ 4-4Z>, + Dl = Qyy asymptotically, depending on how many generations are 
measured and the size of noninbred founder populations. Since the expected value 
of inbreeding depression is the sum of homozygous dominance deviations which 
have variance Dj, an empirical definition of intrapopulation variance in inbreeding 
depression should have an expected value of D\. As we have shown, D\ is the 
variance of dominance deviations of inbred individuals, which provides a suitable 
empirical definition of intrapopulation variance in inbreeding depression rates: the 
variance of dominance deviations of inbred individuals.' 
Estimator of the average degree of dominance: The classical estimator of 
the degree of dominance was developed by COMSTOCK and ROBINSON (1948). 
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This estimator was restricted to two-allele populations in which both alleles were at 
equal frequencies. To our knowledge, the average degree of dominance has never 
been estimated using covariance components in a randomly mating maize 
population with arbitrary allele frequencies. We have developed an estimator of the 
average degree of dominance in a population with arbitrary allele frequencies using 
covariance components for inbred relatives. The estimator was obtained by 
imagining a large number of subpopulations derived by self pollinating indh/idual 
plants in the base population. The individual founders of these subpopulations can 
be thought of as random Fi hybrids, and each subpopulation is analogous to an Fz 
population with 2 equally frequent alleles. Using procedures developed by 
COCKERHAM (1984a), additive and dominance variances within subpopulations 
can be predicted as functions of genetic variances in the base population. Following 
methods used in Cockerham (1983), descent measures were obtained between 
individuals within subpopulation derived by self-pollination of a single individual as 
& = K{l + F),for a. pair of identical alleles, 7=A = X(l+3F), for three alleles identical 
by descent (y) or two pairs of identical alleles (A), and S = }((l+7F) for four 
identical alleles, where F is the inbreeding coefficient of the individual ancestor of 
the subpopulation. 
COCKERHAM (1984a) then gives the following expressions for predicted 
additive variance, , and dominance variance, al., within subpopulations as 
functions of the genetic variance-covariance components in the base population: 
={l-0)eT^ +2{0-y-2A + 2S)(7l +2{y-S)Dl+2(y-A)H' 
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( tI.  ={ l -3d + 2r+2A - 25)cfI +{e-  2/+ S)dI + {8- 2r+A)H' 
Details on how these expressions were obtained are given in COCKERHAM 
(1984a). Finally, the four descent measures for individuals within subpopulations 
derived by self-pollination are substituted into the expressions for and al. from 
COCKERHAM (1984a) to obtain exact expressions for predicted additive and 
dominance variances within a subpopulation of individuals obtained by self-
pollination. The resulting estimator of the degree of dominance analogous to that of 
COMSTOCKand ROBINSON (1948) is: 
Since the term 1 - F is contained in every term in the expression above, it can 
be cancelled to obtain the estimator 
As shown above, the estimator can be rewritten with the variance of heterosis 
plus H'in the numerator, and the variance of inbred genotypic values in the 
denominator. COCKERHAM (1984a) pointed out that with two alleles per locus at 
equal frequencies, D^=Dl=0, and H' = <jI SO that if we start with an Fa base 
population as first described in COMSTOCK and ROBINSON (1948), our estimator 
XV(G) 
, which is equivalent to COMSTOCK and ROBINSON'S (1948) 
estimator. 
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Materials and methods 
Mating design: The mating design used in this experiment was developed 
from recommendations on designing experiments for the study of inbreeding made 
by LYNCH (1988) and recommendations on designing experiments for variance 
component estimation made by CORNELIUS and VAN SANFORD (1988). Two 
hundred twenty nine random inbred lines were developed from the BS13(S)C0 base 
population by four generations of self-pollination. A set of half-sib families was 
developed by crossing progeny of the first generation of inbreeding as females to the 
base population, BS13(S)C0 as male. This design has desirable properties for 
controlling or accounting for confounding variation due to variation in genetic 
properties of founders of individual subpopulations, variation in inbreeding among 
lines, and random linkage disequilibrium within lines (LYNCH, 1988). In addition, the 
inclusion of half-sib families allows separate estimation of additive and dominance 
variances, a problem encountered in designs including only inbred relatives 
(CORNELIUS and VAN SANFORD, 1988). 
Choice of population: The BS13(S)C0 population was chosen for this study 
primarily because of its known selection response pattem to eight cycles of Sa-
progeny recun'ent selection. The BS13(S)C0 population was derived from the Iowa 
Stiff Stalk Synthetic population following seven cycles of half-sib selection with the 
double-cross tester Ia13 (BSSS(HT)C7). Details on the formation of the Iowa Stiff 
Stalk Synthetic can be found in LAMKEY etaL (1991) and details of the Sa-progeny 
recurrent selection program in LAMKEY (1992). LAMKEY (1992) found a decrease 
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of 6.4 q ha*  ^over the first four cycles of Sg-progeny recurrent selection in the BS13 
population followed by an increase of 7.0 q ha*  ^over the next two cycles, resulting in 
no significant average response over the six cycles of selection. HELMS et al. 
(1989) evaluated selection response following the first four cycles of Sa selection in 
BS13 and found a nonsignificant gain of 0.068 q ha"  ^in performance of the 
population per se. In BSSS(HT), from which BS13 was derived, the selection 
response for grain yield was 1.64 q ha"  ^per cycle for seven cycles of half-sib 
selection with the double-cross tester Ia13. The response to Sg-progeny selection 
was considered disappointing when compared with these results and inadequate 
genetic variation, overdominance, and genetic drift were suggested as possible 
explanations for the lack of response (LAMKEY, 1992). Overdominance was 
considered unlikely, however, given the selection response in BSSS(HT), as the 
predominant type of gene action. Further, ample genetic variance was present for 
genetic gains (LAMKEY, 1992). 
Progeny development: In the summer of 1993, 229 random individuals 
were self-pollinated in the USDA-ARS maize breeding nursery. Self-pollinated 
progeny of each individual plant (Si families) were planted in a single row in the 
nursery and the first three plants of each row were self-pollinated. At harvest, a 
single, randomly chosen, self-pollinated plant was harvested from each row to obtain 
an Sz family. The procedure was continued in the 1994-95 winter nursery to obtain 
S3 families and again in the 1995 summer nursery to obtain S4 families. 
A single row of 20 plants of each Si, Sa, and S3 family was planted in the 
1995 summer nursery to obtain adequate seed quantities for yield trials. Within 
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each row, as many plants as possible were chain sibbed, i.e., each plant was used 
as male and female. A single row of each S4 line was planted in the 1995-96 winter 
nursery, and the same procedure was used to obtain adequate quantities of seed for 
testing. In the summer of 1995, the half-sib families were formed by planting a 
single row of 15 plants of each Si line in isolation and detasseling. The base 
population per se, BS13(S)C0 was planted as the male pollinator. Seed from all 
plants within each Si row was bulked. Each bulk harvested Si row was equivalent 
to a half-sib family produced on the original So plant since each individual in the bulk 
received a male gamete that was randomly sampled from the population per se, and 
a randomly sampled female gamete from the original So plant. The sample of 
female gametes forming the half-sib individuals was restricted to the subsample of 
30 gametes that fomned the 15 Si individuals in the Si row. These half-sib families 
will be referred to as the So generation. 
The BS13(S)C0 population segregates for hm1, a single gene that confers 
susceptibility to Northem leaf spot (race 1 of Bipolaris zeico/a (Stout) Shoemaker 
[te\eomorph=Cochliobolus carbonum Nelson]). In the 1995 summer nursery, an 
epidemic occurred. Each line was scored for its reaction to the disease to determine 
the genotype of the individual that was self-pollinated to originate the line. Twenty-
seven of the original 229 self-pollinated So plants were found to be homozygous for 
the susceptible allele. The lines originating from these plants were thus susceptible 
in all generations of inbreeding, and were discarded, as well as two additional lines 
that became homozygous for the susceptible allele in the Sz generation. This 
reduced the total number of lines for evaluation to 200. During maintenance and 
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selection in this population, epidemics have not occun'ed, so there has been little 
selection against the susceptible allele. A test (data not shown) revealed 
genotypic frequencies at this locus were in Hardy-Weinberg proportions. Since we 
found Hardy-Weinberg proportions, and selection has not generally been strong at 
this locus, we assumed that variation for disease reaction was not genetically 
correlated with the quantitative traits that we studied. 
Experimental design: The 200 inbred lines in four generations of Inbreeding 
and the half-sib families developed in isolation were planted in replicated yield trials 
at three locations near Ames, Carroll, and Fairfield, lA in 1996 and 1997. The 
Fairfield 1996 location was discarded because of flooding. The experimental design 
was a split-plot with inbreeding levels as whole plots and individual lines within 
inbreeding levels as sub-plots. Whole plots were arranged in a randomized 
complete block design. Sub-plots were arranged in 10x20 row-column lattice 
(a(0,1)) layouts with each inbreeding level in each environment representing its own, 
independent two-replicate lattice. 
In addition to evaluating all 200 lines individually, balanced bulks were made 
with an equal number of kernels of each of the 200 lines for each level of inbreeding. 
These five bulks, along with a balanced bulk collected from approximately 100 ears 
harvested from the male pollinator in our 1995 isolation, were planted in a bulk entry 
experiment to measure inbreeding depression. Rve replicates were planted In each 
environment in a randomized complete block design. 
All plots were standard two-row yield plots, 5.49 m in length, with 0.76 m 
between rows. Plots were machine planted at 76,510 plants ha*\ and thinned to 
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62,165 plants ha'\ Data were collected on grain yield (Mg ha'^ ) adjusted to 155 g 
kg'^  grain moisture, grain moisture (g hg"^), ear height (cm), plant height (cm), days 
to mid pollen (days after June 30 until 50% of the plants in a plot were shedding 
pollen), and days to mid silk (days after June 30 until 50% of the plants in a plot had 
visible silks extruded). 
Seed for both experiments was treated with carboxin and captan to provide 
protection against the onset of Northem leaf spot symptoms. In addition, an effort 
was made to discard any infected seed. To further prevent onset of disease 
symptoms in the yield trials, plots were treated with 0.29 liter ha'^  of propiconazole 
beginning when plants were approximately 15 cm in height and continuing until 
silking. Each location was sprayed three times in 1996, and five times in 1997, 
except Carroll 1997, which was sprayed only four times. At the Ames location, an 
application of 1.7 kg ha"  ^per acre of mancozeb was made after pollination in 1996, 
and five applications were made after pollination every six days in 1997. In addition, 
two disease ratings were taken at Ames in 1997 for use as covariates in data 
analysis. 
Genetic covariance model: Genetic variances and covariances were 
estimated for the D-model originally developed by HARRIS (1964). We use the 
notation here given by COCKERHAM (1984a,b). COCKERHAM (1971) has given 
fully general algorithms for computing the required four-allele descent measures for 
any pedigree. COCKERHAM (1983) provided D-model coefficients for the 
covariance, between relatives derived by self-pollination in generations g and 
g\ with the last common ancestor in generation r. All progenies in this experiment 
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were developed by single seed descent, followed by sib-mating of inbred 
generations and topcrossing the Si to produce So progeny. The sib-mating of 
progenies within lines does not increase inbreeding and hence, it can be shown that 
sib mating has no effect on expected genetic covariances between generations. 
Rnite sampling of plants within lines will cause very small Inflations in the true 
coefficients for genetic variances among lines because of increased frequency of sib 
relationships within lines. However, the expected inflation of most coefficients for 
our experiment was very small, and not adjusted for in our analysis. Since all 
progenies were developed by single-seed descent, the expressions given by 
COCKERHAM (1983) can be simplified to obtain coefficients for our experiment. 
One plant within the line was self-pollinated to advance the line, and a different set 
of plants was sib-mated to provide seed for yield trials. Hence, the last common 
ancestor of any two inbred generations included in our experiment was one 
generation prior to the eariier of the two generations. For example, for the 
covariance between the Si and S3, the So is the generation of the last common 
ancestor. If generation g<g' in t = g-l and F, =2F^-1. Substituting 
F, = 2Fg -1 into expressions in COCKERHAM (1983) for results in the following 
expression for the covariance between two inbred generations: 
C„. = 2f,o-J +(5F, +F,-2)D, +F,.-3)DI 
Covariances between the So generation (half-sib families) and inbred 
generations were obtained by noting that the So generation was equivalent to a half-
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sib family produced on the original So plant. If an allele is randomly chosen from the 
outcrossed progeny of the original So plant, there is a 14 probability that it originated 
from the So plant and a Vz probability that it is identical by descent to a random allele 
from an individual in any inbred generation. Hence, the coancestry, 9^ .^, between 
our So generation and an inbred generation is Va,. The only other non-zero descent 
measure is , the probability that a random allele in the So generation was 
identical by descent to the pair of alleles contained in an inbred individual. Using 
arguments similar to those used for 0^ .^, this probability is found to be X • Thus, 
the covariance between the So and an inbred generation, is The 
variance of So means is equivalent to the variance of half-sib family means, . 
Data analysis: Data were analyzed by fitting a mixed linear model with all 
effects fixed except genotypes and genotype x environment Interaction. Lattice rows 
were fit for all traits, but lattice columns were fit for only days to mid pollen and mid 
silk. Stand density of individual plots was fit as a covariate when significant at 
P<0.05. Northern leaf spot ratings were fit as covariates for the Ames, 1997 
location, and the genotype of the family (resistant, segregating, susceptible) was fit 
for grain moisture in three of the environments. Error variances were found to be 
heterogeneous by environment and inbreeding level, so a separate error variance 
was estimated in the mixed model for every environment and inbreeding level 
combination. 
A random effect was included in the model for each of five generations of 
inbreeding in each of five environments for a total of 25 random effects for each line. 
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Since each line originated from a single, randomly chosen individual in the base 
population, all lines were considered independent subjects in the mixed model. The 
5-element vector of random effects corresponding to the line (i = 1..200) in the j''' 
environment 0 = 1..5), u,y, had variance V(u,y)= +A,<T3 +A3D, 
+ A.sH' +A3Z),£ + .^5/^ * where are 5x5 
relationship matrices corresponding to the five main effect genetic components, cr ,^ 
ctI, D, , Dj, and H'. The components Z),^ , and H'^  are the 
genotype by environment interaction genetic covariance components. The 
covariance between vectors u,y for the same line (/ = O but different environments 
included only genetic main effects, I.e., Cov(u,y,u,^ .)= A,<j^  ''"A3A 
+ + AjH*. Elements of the five coefficient matrices were obtained as 
described in the 'genetic covariance model' section above. For each genetic 
component, the same coefficient matrix was used for the genetic main effect 
variance or covariance and the corresponding genotype by environment interaction 
component. With the variance-covariance structure described here, genotype by 
environment interaction variances and covariances represent the increase (or 
decrease) in the covariance between obsen/ations on the same genotype within the 
same environment compared with the covariance between obsen/ations on the 
same genotype in different environments. Genotype by environment interaction 
variances can be interpreted in the same way in classical analysis of variance 
models for genetic experiments that include a main effect for genotypes, and a 
genotype by environment interaction, in such models, the covariance between 
observations on the same genotype in the same environment is al +<TC£ where al 
is the variance of genetic main effects and crl^  is the genotype by environment 
Interaction variance. The covariance between observations on the same genotype 
in different environments is al. Hence, the variance-covariance structure in our 
model is equivalent to a model with a genetic main effect for the average value of 
the genotype across environments and a genotype by environment interaction effect 
for each genotype within each environment. 
Restricted Maximum Likelihood estimates of genetic variances were obtained 
using SAS proc mixed which uses Newton-Raphson iteration to solve for variance 
components (SAS Institute, 1996). Asymptotic variances and covariances of the 
variance component estimates were obtained from 2 times the inverse of the matrix 
of second derivatives of the restricted likelihood function with respect to the variance 
components (SAS Institute, 1996). Additional variance components for the C- and 
Q-models, and variances of the observable quantities G, A, and D were computed 
as linear functions of the REML estimates of D-model estimates and their standard 
errors obtained from the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of D-model 
estimates. The D-model, C-model, and Q-model are equivalent models since they 
describe exactly the same variance-covariance structure among the relatives in the 
model. We obtained REML estimates of C-model components directly from proc 
mixed and compared them to estimates obtained as linear functions of D-model 
components. Since the models are equivalent, the two sets of C-model estimates 
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and their standard errors were identical. Genetic variance component ratios and the 
average degree of dominance, d , were estimated and approximate standard errors 
derived using a Taylor series approximation as described in CASELLA and 
BERGER (1990). Correlations between the observable quantities G, A, and D for 
inbred individuals were computed using the formulae: rg^= . .  ^
/ % D  =  I  ;  K »  and r .  „ = • These values are consistent with 
expressions given by CORNELIUS (1988). For noninbred individuals, A and D are 
independent, and the correlations between G and A and D were computed as; 
2 2 
r- — Qfirl ^ 
'g.A I 2 2 I , 2 • ferial 
Least squares means were obtained for each whole plot (replicate-inbreeding 
level combination) from the mixed model and used as individual observations in an 
analysis of variance to test and estimate inbreeding depression rates. Environments 
and replicates within environments were fit as fixed effects. Inbreeding depression 
rates and their interactions with environments were added to the model in stepwise 
fashion, and the reduction in sums of squares due to addition of the effect was used 
as a numerator in the F-test with the residual error as the denominator. Linear and 
quadratic inbreeding depression rates were added first to the model, then their 
interactions with environments. Results from this procedure were surprisingly clear, 
as no ambiguities in significance of effects occurred as a result of the order in which 
effects were added to the model. If inbreeding depression rates differed significantly 
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among environments, regressions were performed for single environments to 
detemiine inbreeding depression rates for each individual environment. 
Results 
Inbreeding depression: Inbreeding depression was found for all six traits in 
both the evaluation of individual lines and in the bulk entry experiment (Table 2.2). 
Differences in inbreeding depression rates among environments were found for 
grain yield, grain moisture, and days to mid pollen in both experiments and for ear 
height in the evaluation of individual lines (Table 2.3 and Figure 2.1). Nonlinear 
inbreeding depression rates, i.e., significant quadratic regression coefficients, were 
found for grain yield in both experiments and flowering dates in the evaluation of 
individual lines (Table 2.2). Although none of the differences was significant, there 
was a trend for slightly less inbreeding depression in the bulk entry experiment. 
Precision on inbreeding depression rates was generally comparable between 
experiments except for grain yield (Table 2.2). The confidence interval on the rate of 
inbreeding depression for grain yield in the evaluation of individual lines was less 
than half the size of the corresponding interval from the bulk entry experiment (Table 
2.2). 
Genetic variances: Only standard errors are available for estimates of 
genetic variance components since exact sampling distributions of the components 
are not known (Table 2.4). Assuming asymptotic normality, however, the standard 
normal distribution can be used to estimate approximate 95% confidence limits, and 
hence any component larger than two standard en-ors is significantly different from 
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zero. All five main effect variances in the D-modei were larger than two standard 
errors except D  ^ for grain moisture and days to mid pollen and Dl for days to mid 
pollen and days to mid silk. Estimates of the covariance D, were negative for every 
trait (Table 2.4). The terms erf and C were larger than two standard errors in all 
cases. The term was only larger than two standard errors for grain yield. Only 
D-model components of genotype by environment interaction were estimated. All 
five genotype by environment interaction components were significant for grain yield. 
For other traits, genotype by environment interactions were generally small with 
respect to main effects, and usually not significant except <j^  and for grain 
moisture and for ear height. Variances of homozygous dominance deviations, 
£>2 tended to be larger than panmictic dominance deviations, cri. The ratio 
was 0.38 or less for grain yield, ear height and plant height, and was 0.59 and 0.62 
for grain moisture and days to mid silk respectively. The only estimate of over 
1 was obtained for days to mid pollen, but it had a large standard error since the 
estimate of Dj was small relative to its standard error. 
Under a purely additive genetic model, the variance of genotypic values, G, 
doubles upon inbreeding individuals from F = 0 to F = 1. The ratio of total genetic 
variance at F = 1 to total variance at F = 0, was 1.71 for grain moisture, 
and close to 1 for other traits, demonstrating that inbreeding did not result in a large 
increase in genetic variance as under an additive model (Table 2.4). The ratio of 
total genetic variance at F = 1 to additive variance, also expected to be 2 under an 
additive model, was 2.39 and 2.28 for grain yield and grain moisture respectively. 
However, the ratio was less than two for other traits (Table 2.4). 
Estimates of the degree of dominance were over 2 for all traits except grain 
moisture (Table 2.4). The degree of dominance for grain moisture was not 
significantly greater than 1, corresponding to complete dominance (Table 2.4). 
Correlations between genotypic values, G, and breeding values, A, ranged from 0.48 
to 0.80 for noninbred progeny and 0.34 to 0.93 for inbred progeny (Table 2.5). The 
con-elation between G and D, was in general much lower than the correlation 
between G and A for both inbred and noninbred progeny, except In the case of grain 
yield. Grain yield was unique In that the correlation between G and D was very 
close to the correlation between G and A in noninbred progeny, and was greater 
than the correlation between G and A in inbred progeny (Table 2.5). 
Discussion 
We found significant Inbreeding depression for all six traits, which is 
consistent with previous studies in maize. In addition, we found non-linear 
inbreeding depression for three traits, a result not obtained in many previous studies. 
This observation could be specific to the BS13 population. However, previous work 
in Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic populations, from which BS13 was derived, have also 
failed to detect nonlinear inbreeding depression. The obsen/ation could have been 
related to pleitropy with Northern leaf spot symptoms in our experiment, as we 
observed the disease in every environment. Since the frequency of susceptible lines 
and individuals increases with inbreeding, the disease would have a greater effect in 
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later generations of inbreeding. However, nonlinear inbreeding depression was also 
found for flowering dates, traits which were unaffected by this disease since 
symptoms were not observed until after flowering. CROW and KIMURA (1970, p. 
81) point out that nonlinear inbreeding depression can result from dominant x 
dominant epistatic Interactions. In our experiment, inbreeding depression rates 
increased as the inbreeding coefficient increased, corresponding to reinforcing 
epistasis (CROW and KIMURA, 1970, p. 80). CROW and KIMURA (1970, p. 81) 
described reinforcing epistasis as the situation in which the deleterious effect of two 
loci is more than cumulative.' 
Three previous estimates of inbreeding depression in the BS13 population 
were used to estimate total inbreeding depression as the difference between the 
population mean at F = 0 and the population mean at F = l. BENSON and 
HALLAUER (1994) estimated inbreeding depression in BS13 after three cycles of Sa 
progeny recurrent selection (BS13(S)C3) and found total Inbreeding depression of 
2.95 Mg Ha*  ^ for grain yield, LAMKEY and SMITH (1987) found an estimate of 1.70 
Mg Ha'^  in the fourth cycle of selection (BS13(S)C4) and unpublished data available 
on the USDA Federal-state cooperative maize breeding project from a previous 
study provided an estimate of 2.75 Mg Ha'^  In BS13(S)C0. The estimates from 
BENSON and HALLAUER (1994) and from the unpublished data were well outside 
the upper bound of our inbreeding depression rate of 2.52 Mg Ha'\ estimated in the 
evaluation of individual lines (Table 2.2). However, all of these estimates were 
based on bulk entries, and the upper bound of our bulk-entry estimate was 2.64 Mg 
Ha"  ^ (Table 2.2). The estimate provided by LAMKEY and SMITH (1984) did not 
agree well with any of these estimates, but yields in their study were lower in general 
than the other cited studies due to drought conditions. 
Most of the conclusions drawn in our study are dependent upon estimates of 
variance components. Standard errors are given for our estimates, but all of the 
estimates are still specific to the environments included in this study. In addition, 
these estimates are potentially affected by possible selection during inbreeding, the 
specific sample we evaluated, and perhaps the mating design used in our study. 
We compared estimates of variance components from recent studies in Iowa Stiff 
Stalk Synthetic populations with our estimates (Table 2.6). LAMKEY (1992) 
reported estimates of variances among Si and S2 progeny from selection trials in 
Cycles 0 through 5 of the Sa recurrent selection program in the BS13 population. 
WALTERS etaL (1991) reported estimates of variances among Si lines from Cycle 
0 of the Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic population (BSSSCO), Cycle 3 of the S2 recurrent 
selection program in BS13 (BS13(S)C3), and Cycle 9 of the reciprocal recurrent 
selection program between Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic and Iowa Com Borer Synthetic 
number 1 (BSCB1). HOLTHAUS and LAMKEY (1995) estimated additive and 
dominance variances in BSSSCO and BS13 as well as Cycle 6 of the S2 selection 
program in BS13 (BS13(S)C6), and Cycle 11 of the Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic 
population (BSSS(R)C11) from the reciprocal recun'ent selection program with 
BSCB1. Finally, STUCKER and HALLAUER (1992) estimated additive and 
dominance variances in three populations; 1) the current version of Iowa Stiff Stalk 
Synthetic, which has been maintained at Iowa State continuously since the 
population was developed by G. F. Sprague beginning in 1933 (BSSSCO in 2.7), 2) 
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BSSS resynthesized from 15 of 16 of the original progenitors (BSSSCO* In Table 
2.6), and 3) the Cycle 1 population from the Sa recurrent selection program in BS13 
(BS13(S)C1). The estimates given in Table 2.6 came from multiple experiments 
conducted in different environments and often with different mating designs and 
experimental designs. In addition, many different versions of the Iowa Stiff Stalk 
Synthetic population from different selection programs and different cycles of 
selection were evaluated. Despite these differences, the estimates of variance 
components compare well with ours, and demonstrate the repeatability of variance 
component estimation experiments conducted In the cooperative Federal-State 
maize breeding program at Iowa State University. 
We found high conrelations between our estimates of <7  ^ and , and 
between estimates of D, and Dj. As an example, following is the correlation matrix 
among variance component estimates for grain yield: 
1 -.03 -.74 .44 -.08 
<^ D -.03 1 -.08 -.01 -.09 
A 
= 




-.84 1 -.39 
U J  -.08 -.09 .15 -.39 1 
The multicollinearity between variance components in our study provided 
another good motivation for examining the observable quantities G, A, and D 
because the estimates of the variances of these quantities generally had lower 
correlations than were observed between D, and other components. In essence, 
looking at the observable quantities 'repartitioned' the multicollinearity. Following Is 
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the correlation matrix among the estimates of variances of G, A, and D in inbred 
progeny: 
V(G)' ' 1 .00 .33" 
corr V ( A )  =• .00 1 .44 
V i D )  .33 .44 1 _ 
Examining observable quantities did not eliminate the multicollinearity 
problem, it only provided a rather convenient repartitioning in our design. In 
particular, the covariance between A and D is a direct function of £),, the estimate of 
which is correlated with estimates of variances of A and D, which are functions of cr  ^
and Dj respectively. 
Estimation of variance components for inbred relatives has been addressed 
previously by COCKERHAM (1983), WRIGHT and COCKERHAM (1986), 
CORNELIUS and VAN SANFORD (1988), and CORNELIUS (1988). The most 
serious problems outlined in these papers was clean separation of er  ^ and <tI , and 
the lack of precision on estimates of the parameter H'. WRIGHT and 
COCKERHAM (1986) showed that with relatives only from self-fertilization, cr  ^ and 
<To are not separately estimable. CORNELIUS and VAN SANFORD (1988) 
suggested outcrossing So plants (individuals used as founders of inbred lines) to 
produce full-sib families to estimate the quantity +K<''d • COCKERHAM (1983) 
pointed out that with self-pollination, progenies are needed from eariy in the 
inbreeding process to obtain information on the dominance variance. We produced 
the equivalent of half-sib families on our So plants to produce a clean estimate of , 
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and included all of the earliest generations of inbreeding to provide the maximal 
amount of information on <jI . 
Of the traits we studied, grain yield had the highest correlation between 
genotypic values, G, and dominance deviations, D, of any trait, suggesting grain 
yield was most influenced by dominance effects of any trait we studied. Grain 
moisture had ratios of total inbred genetic variance to total noninbred genetic 
variance and additive variance closest to 2, the expected value under an additive 
model, of any trait. Grain moisture also had the lowest degree of dominance. 
Hence, grain moisture was least affected by dominance effects. Ear height and 
plant height exhibited many characteristics suggesting dominance effects have large 
impacts upon their inheritance: large inbreeding depression, small increases in total 
genetic variance with inbreeding, and large estimates of the degree of dominance. 
However, despite the importance of dominance variance, genotypic values, G, of 
both traits were still highly correlated with breeding values, A, in both inbred and 
noninbred progeny (Table 2.5). Given the importance of dominance deviations and 
inbreeding depression for these traits, it is somewhat unexpected that genotypic 
value is still relatively closely related to breeding value. Days to mid pollen and days 
to mid silk were somewhat hard to classify in temis of whether dominance was 
important or not. Dominance variance components, and Dl were both 
numerically less than half of the magnitude of the additive variance for these traits, 
suggesting dominance did not influence large portions of the genetic variance (Table 
2.4). However, both traits had significant inbreeding depression, significant 
overdominance, and estimates of H' three times the additive variance or more. 
We have related the genetic covariance components for inbred relatives to 
observable quantities among inbred individuals as FALCONER and MACKAY (1996) 
have done for noninbred individuals. Independent of the type of gene action, 
inbreeding from F = 0 to F = 1 doubles the variance of breeding values of individuals 
from to 2<Ji. Inbreeding does not have the same effect on the variance among 
genotypic values or the variance among dominance deviations, inbreeding in this 
population led to an increase in the variance of dominance deviations, without a 
large increase In total genetic variance (Table 2.4). Variance among dominance 
deviations in noninbred individuals ranged from 0-62% of the variance among 
dominance deviations in inbred individuals for traits other than days to mid pollen 
(Table 2.4). Despite the doubling in variance among breeding values, and the large 
increases in variance of dominance deviations for grain yield, ear height, and plant 
height, the variance of genotypic values less than doubled for these traits. The 
variance among genotypic values in noninbred individuals was by only 1.14, 0.95, 
and 1.13 times the variance of genotypic values in inbred individuals for grain yield, 
ear height, and plant height respectively (Table 2.4). The small increases in 
variance among genotypic values demonstrate the importance of the negative 
correlation between dominance deviations and breeding values in inbred individuals 
(2D,). Inbreeding increased the variance of dominance deviations and breeding 
values, but the effects of the increased variances were not fully realized in the 
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variance of genotypic values. Stated another way, inbreeding greatly increased the 
variance of dominance deviations, but this increase in variance of dominance 
deviations did not coincide with a large increase in variance of genotypic values. 
Since genotypic values are sums of dominance deviations and breeding values, 
dominance deviations became negatively correlated with breeding values. The 
negative correlation between breeding values and inbred dominance deviations was 
consistent with previous reports of COORS (1988), CORNELIUS (1988), and SHAW 
etal. (1998). In addition, SHAW etal. (1998) also found that dominance deviations 
tended to be larger in inbred progeny than in noninbred progeny. 
The average degree of dominance was in the overdominant range for all six 
traits we studied. Previous estimates of the average degree of dominance in maize, 
and estimates of heterozygous effects of mutations in other species (CROW, 1993; 
WANG, 1998) suggest that the degree of dominance is generally in the complete to 
partial dominant range. Our high estimates of the degree of dominance are thus 
suggestive of a large degree of linkage disequilibrium with an excess of repulsion 
phase linkages. We also detected large estimates of H', which occurs in the 
numerator of our degree of dominance estimator. COCKERHAM (1984a) pointed 
out that with two alleles per locus, H' =<7],. Comparison of our estimates of H' with 
gI for these traits suggests that the hypothesis of two alleles per locus is likely 
unacceptable. SHAW etai (1998) pointed out that if inbreeding depression results 
from the effects of many loci, would be expected to be small since it is a sum of 
squared inbreeding depression effects. Conversely, a large H', as we obtained, 
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may suggest a few loci with large effects on inbreeding depression. Therefore, our 
large estimates of H' and the degree of dominance may suggest the presence of a 
few regions with segregating recessives at several loci tightly linked in repulsion 
phase. In this context, 'alleles' in the genetic model are really linkage groups. The 
large variability in inbred dominance deviations then becomes a complex function of 
variability in the number of recessives that become fixed, variability in their effects, 
variability in linkage disequilibrium, and epistatic interactions among linked 
recessives. Furthermore, we detected non-linear inbreeding depression for grain 
yield and days to mid silk which suggested that the combined effect of fixation of 
recessives at multiple loci was more than the sum of their individual effects. These 
results suggest a small number of important, interacting regions that strongly 
influence inbreeding depression. 
The large variability in inbred dominance deviations in this population 
supports the suggestion made by PRAY and GOODNIGHT (1995) that inbreeding 
depression is a variable and selectable trait. Our study allowed genetic dissection of 
variability among inbred individuals into components due to breeding values (A) and 
dominance deviations (D) of Individuals, inbreeding depression is due to the 
dominance deviations of inbred individuals, which are on average negative. 
Selection does not act directly on inbreeding depression, but rather it acts directly on 
genotypic values. Since only a single allele can be passed on in meiosis, only the 
average values of alleles when combined with other alleles, i.e., their breeding 
values, are heritable. However, since dominance deviations in inbred individuals are 
associated with a single allele that becomes fixed with inbreeding, selection can 
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affect the inbred dominance deviations. Thus, selection acts on inbreeding 
depression through the correlation between inbred dominance deviations and 
genotypic value. In the case of grain yield, genotypic values of inbred individuals 
and their dominance deviations have a correlation of 0.63 (Table 2.5). In contrast, 
ear height and plant height, traits which also experience inbreeding depression, 
have correlations between inbred genotypic value and inbred dominance deviations 
of just 0.10 and 0.17, respectively (Table 2.5). Hence, selection based on inbred 
genotypic value will have little effect on inbreeding depression for ear height or plant 
height, while it will have a larger influence on inbreeding depression for grain yield. 
The correlation between inbred genotypic value and breeding value was 0.34 for 
grain yield, but was 0.72 and 0.74 for ear height and plant height respectively. 
Hence, selection based on inbred perfomiance will have little effect on noninbred 
perfomnance for grain yield, but will affect noninbred performance for ear height and 
plant height. This may explain the lack of response to Sa-progeny recurrent 
selection for population per se performance for grain yield in the BS13 population, as 
described by LAMKEY (1992). 
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Table 2.1 
Expectations of variances of genotypic values (G), breeding values (A), and 
dominance deviations (D) for inbred and noninbred individuals. 
Value Inbred Noninbred 
D-model 





Cov(A,D) 2£>, 0 
C-model 
V(G) cri O-A+O-S 
V(A) 20-; 0-A 
V(D) O-o 
Cov(G,A) C O-A 
Cov(G,D) <^i-c 
Cov(A.D) C-2a\ 0 
Q-model 
V(G) Q. x(fi„+fi„-2e,)+o-D 
V(A) Q y y  + 2 z t - 2 0 x y  Kfe„+e.-2Q,) 
V(D) <^ l 
Cov(G,A) Q y y - Q x y  x(e„+e„-2e,) 
Cov(G.D) Q. < 
Cov(A,D) Gxy-Qxx 0 
Table 2.2 
So generation means, inbreeding depression, and regression coefficients for the combined analyses across five 
environments for two experiments 
Individual lines" Bulks" 
Lower Upper Lower Upper 
Effect Estimate bound" bound Estimate bound bound 
Grain yield (IVIg ha"^) 
So mean"  ^ 5.07 4.95 5.18 5.24 4.90 5.57 
Inbreeding depression  ^ -2.37 -2.52 -2.22 -2.27 -2.64 -1.90 
Linear regression' -1.06 -1.61 -0.51 -0.90 -2.28 0.48 
Quadratic regression -1.30 -1.87 -0.74 -1.36 -2.89 0.16 
Percent inbreeding depression  ^ -0.47 -0.51 -0.43 -0.43 -0.54 -0.34 
Grain moisture (g hg'^ ) 
So mean 24.64 24.34 24.93 23.71 23.34 24.08 
Inbreeding depression -1.17 -1.59 -0.76 -1.00 -1.58 -0.42 
Table 2.2 - continued 
Ear height (cm) 
So mean 108.6 106.4 110.7 105.0 103.3 106.7 
Inbreeding depression -27.7 -30.7 -24.7 -22.4 -25.1 -19.7 
Percent inbreeding depression -0.25 -0.29 -0.22 -0.21 -0.24 -0.18 
Plant height (cm) 
So mean 220.4 217.7 223.1 217.0 215.0 218.9 
Inbreeding depression -45.9 -49.8 -42.0 -36.3 -39.3 -33.3 
Percent inbreeding depression -0.21 -0.23 -0.19 -0.17 -0.18 -0.15 
Days to mid-pollen (days after June 30) 
So mean 28.4 27.9 28.9 29.2 28.6 29.8 
Inbreeding depression 2.8 2.3 3.4 2.5 1.9 3.1 
Linear regression 0.1 -2.0 2.2 ns ns ns 
Quadratic regression 2.7 0.6 4.8 ns ns ns 
Days to mid-silk (days after June 30) 
So mean 30.6 29.9 31.3 31.5 30.9 32.1 
Inbreeding depression 3.1 2.2 3.9 2.7 2.1 3.3 
Linear regression -0.6 -3.6 2.4 ns ns ns 
Quadratic regression 3.7 1 
o
 1 6.7 ns ns ns 
Table 2.2 - continued 
°Data from evaluation of individual lines 
''Data from evaluation of balanced bulks of lines 
"Lower and upper bounds of a 95% confidence interval 
''Mean performance of the population at F=0 
®Total inbreeding depression computed as the predicted difference between inbred and noninbred generations 
'Linear regression and quadratic regression coefficients are the results of regressing population means on the 
inbreeding coefficient. Individual regression coefficients are given only if the quadratic coefficient was significant at 
P^O.05. If the quadratic regression coefficient was not significant, it was dropped from the model, and total inbreeding 
depression is equivalent to the linear regression coefficient on F. 
^Percent inbreeding depression was calculated as total inbreeding depression divided by the So population mean 
Table 2.3 
So generation means, inbreeding depression, and regression coefficients by individual environment for traits witii 
significant differences in inbreeding depression rates among environments in two experiments 
Individual lines" Builds'' 
Lower Upper Lower Upper 
Effect Experiment Estimate bound*  ^ bound Estimate bound bound 
Grain yield (Mg ha"^) 
So mean 
inbreeding depression  ^





































































Table 2.3 - continued 
Carroll, 1997 4.38 4.22 4.54 4.49 4.04 4.94 
-2.45 -2,67 -2.23 -1.65 -2.35 -0.95 
Grain moisture (g hg'^ ) 
Ames, 1996 30.64 29.91 31.37 









25.82 24.98 26.67 
-1.67 -2.87 -0.46 
25.76 25.05 26.48 













Fairfield, 1997 17.77 17.29 18.25 







Carroll, 1997 23.20 22.32 24.08 







Table 2.3 - continued 
Ear height (cm) 
So mean 
inbreeding depression 
Ames, 1996 105.2 100.78 109.55 


































































Table 2.3 - continued 
Days to mid-pollen (cm) 
So mean Ames, 1996 32.6 31.3 33.9 33.3 32.6 34.0 
Inbreeding depression 3.9 2.5 5.4 3.3 2.3 4.4 
Linear regression' 1.3 -3.9 6.4 ns ns ns 
Quadratic regression 2.7 -2.3 7.6 ns ns ns 
So mean Ames, 1997 24.2 23.8 24.6 24.5 23.9 25.0 
inbreeding depression 1.8 1.2 2.3 1.6 0.8 2.5 
Linear regression -1.0 -3.1 1.2 ns ns ns 
Quadratic regression 2.7 0.5 5.0 ns ns ns 
°Data from evaluation of individual lines 
''Data from evaluation of balanced bulks of lines 
"Lower and upper bounds of a 95% confidence interval 
''Mean performance of the population at F=0 
®Total inbreeding depression computed as the predicted difference between inbred and noninbred generations 
Table 2.3 - continued 
linear regression and quadratic regression coefficients are the resuits of regressing population means on the 
inbreeding coefficient. Individual regression coefficients are given only if the quadratic coefficient was significant at 
P^0.05, except for grain yield, In which case quadratic regression coefficients were significant in the Ames, 1997 and 
Fairfield, 1997 environments. If the quadratic regression coefficient was not significant, it was dropped from the 
model, and total inbreeding depression Is equivalent to the linear regression coefficient on F. 
Table 2.4 
Genetic variances, variance component ratios, and degree of dominance for six traits 
Genetic variances 
Grain Grain Ear Plant Days to Days to 
Component yield moisture height height mid-pollen mid-silk 
0.29 ±0.05 5.2 ±0.6 149±17 208 ±23 2.1 ±0.3 4.1 ±0.5 
0.32 ±0.09 1.7 ±0.7 44 ±14 64 ±21 1.0 ±0.4 1.0 ±0.4 
-0.18 ±0.06 -0.4 ±0.4 -66 ±13 -76 ±18 -0.3 ±0.3 -1.0 ±0.4 
0.85 ±0.19 2.9 ±1.2 147 ±33 194 ±47 0.6 ±0.7 1.7±1.0 
1.55 ±0.48 6.5 ±4.8 344 ±89 661 ±149 6.4 ±2.1 21.0 ±4.2 
0.69 ±0.09 11.7±1.2 183 ±20 307 ±33 3.6 ±0.5 6.0 ±0.7 
c 0.21 ±0.08 9.6 ±1.1 167 ±23 264 ±34 3.6 ±0.5 6.3 ±0.7 
Q. 0.48 ±0.11 2.1 ±1.1 16 ±22 42 ±33 0.0 ±0.4 -0.3 ±0.7 
0.12 ±0.04 1.0 ±0.2 4 ± 3  7 ± 5  0.2 ±0.1 0.2 ±0.1 
<^Ie 0.11 ±0.06 0.1 ±0.5 2 ± 6  9 ± 9  -0.4 ±0.2 -0.5 ±0.2 
-0.11 ±0.04 -0.5 ±0.3 -1 ±4 0 ± 6  -0.1 ±0.2 -0.2 ±0.2 
0.33 ±0.11 2.2 ±0.8 1 ±10 3±15 0.4 ±0.4 0.8 ±0.5 
Hi 0.54 ±0.29 4.6 ±3.2 115±31 128 ±45 -0.3 ±1.2 0.3 ±1.7 
Table 2.4 - continued 




















6.9 ±0.9 194 ±22 272 ±32 3.0 ±0.5 
5.2±0.6 149±17 208±23 2.1 ±0.3 
1.7 ±0.7 44 ±14 64 ±21 1.0 ±0.4 








































Table 2.4 - continued 
Estimates and standard errors of genetic variance components for three parameterizations of covariances of inbred 
relatives, the D-model, C-model, and Q-model are given in the upper part of the table. Variances of observable 
quantities genotypic value (G), breeding value (A), and dominance deviations (D) for inbred and nonlnbred individuals 
are given in the middle section of the table. The last four lines of the table contain the ratio of the variances of 
genotypic values in inbred versus noninbred individuals, the ratio of variances of genotypic values of inbred individuals 
versus additive variance, the ratio of variances of dominance deviations in noninbred versus inbred individuals, and 
estimates of the average degree of dominance as described by COMSTOCK and ROBINSON (1948). 
Table 2.5 
Correlations between observable quantities for inbred and noninbred individuals 
noninbred individuals inbred individuals 
trait G.A® G.D G,A G,D A,D 
grain yield 0.48 0.52 0.34 0.63 -0.26 
grain moisture 0.75 0.25 0.87 0.37 -0.07 
ear height 0.77 0.23 0.72 0.10 -0.31 
plant height 0.76 0.24 0.74 0.17 -0.27 
mid pollen 0.68 0.32 0.93 0.01 -0.18 
mid silk 0.80 0.20 0.89 -0.08 -0.26 
"Observable quantities are as defined by FALCONER and MACKAY (1996): G is the genotypic value of an individual, 
A is an individuals breeding value, and D is the individuals dominance deviation calculated as D=G-A. 
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Table 2.6 
Estimates of genetic variances from previous studies compared to the present study 
standard 
population reference® estimate error lower  ^ upper 
Variance among Sa progeny 
BS13(S)C0 1 0.59 0.10 
BS13(S)C1 1 0.81 0.17 
BS13(S)C3 1 0.28 0.08 
BS13(S)C4 1 0.28 0.06 
BS13(S)C5 1 0.58 0.12 
BS13(S)C0 Present 0.57 0.06 
Variance among Si progeny 
BS13(S)C2 1 0.45 0.10 
BSSSCO 2 0.29 0.24 0.36 
BS13(S)C3 2 0.18 0.14 0.23 
BSSS(R)C9 2 0.23 0.19 0.29 
BS13(S)C0 Present 0.30 0.03 
Additive variance 
BSSSCO 3 0.32 0.21 0.48 
BS13(S)C0 3 0.22 0.14 0.33 
BS13(S)C6 3 0.23 0.15 0.35 
BSSS(R)C11 3 0.25 0.18 0.35 
BSSSCO* 4 0.30 0.14 
BSSSCO 4 0.30 0.16 
BS13(S)C1 4 0.40 0.14 
BS13(S)C0 Present 0.29 0.05 
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^References refer to four previous publlslied reports of variance components: 1. 
LAMKEY (1992), 2. WALTERS ef a/. (1991), 3. HOLTHAUS and LAMKEY (1995), 
4. STUCKER and HALLAUER (1992), Present refers to tine study described in tinis 
report. 
"Lower and upper are bounds of a 90% confidence Interval for previous reports. 
•^BSSSCO* represents BSSS resyntfiesized from 15 of tine original 16 progenitor 
inbred lines, wtiereas BSSSCO Is the original Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic population 








-a-- Ames, 97 
Fairfield, 97 
Carroll, 97 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Inbreeding coefficient 
1.0 
Figure 2.1. Regressions of mean grain yield on the pedigree inbreeding coefficient 
for each of five environments from the evaluation of individual lines. Quadratic 
regression coefficients were significant for the Ames 1997, and Fairfield 1997 
environments. 
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CHAPTER lil: DOMINANCE AND INBREEDING: PREDICTED EFFECTS OF 
POPULATION SUBDIVISION IN THE BS13(S)C0 MAIZE POPULATION 
A paper to be submitted for publication in Crop Science 
Jode W. Edwards and Kendall R. Lamkey 
Abstract 
Under an additive model, subdivision of a randomly mating population into 
finite sized lines results in linear changes in genetic variance within and among lines, 
and no change in the mean value of lines. However, if dominant gene action is 
important, no such general predictions can be made. The objective of this study was 
to predict the effects of subdividing the BS13(8)00 population into many finite lines 
using previous estimates of genetic parameters. Changes in variance among lines, 
genetic variance within-lines, and mean values of lines were predicted. It was found 
that variance among lines generally increased lineariy with the inbreeding 
coefficient, suggesting that random changes in population means with inbreeding 
are proportional to the square-root of the inbreeding coefficient. Variance within-
lines initially increased, then decreased above inbreeding coefficients of 
approximately 0.2 to 0.4 for most traits. Additive variance within-lines for grain yield 
decreased very little at inbreeding coefficients less than 0.5. Additive varicince 
within-lines generally decreased for other traits neariy proportionate with the 
inbreeding coefficient. Dominance variance within-lines generally increased at lower 
levels of inbreeding, before decreasing above inbreeding coefficients of 
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approximately 0.2 to 0.4. These results demonstrate that with dominance, 
inbreeding does not necessarily exhaust genetic variance within lines. 
Introduction 
Consequences of subdividing a metapopulation, into finite, isolated lines, also 
refen'ed to as drift, were described by Wright (1951). Individuals within lines 
gradually become inbred with respect to the base population because of their finite 
size. Under the neutral additive model used by Wright (1951), the base population 
mean genotypic value remains constant with inbreeding, but the genetic variance, ail 
of which is additive (<7^), becomes repartitioned lineariy with the inbreeding 
coefficient, F. Genetic variance within lines (V„) decreases lineariy in F, from 
at F = 0 to zero at F = 1, while variance among lines, or between-line variance (V^), 
increases lineariy in F from zero at F = 0 to 2<t^  at F = l. Total genetic variance 
among individuals with respect to the base population (v;), which equals between-
line variance plus within-line variance (V  ^+V^), increases lineariy from <7  ^ at F = 0 
to 2<7l at F = 1. Robertson (1952), and Willis and Orr (1993) described the effects 
of drift in a population with recessive alleles segregating at low frequency, as in a 
population in selection-mutation balance. Compared with pure additive gene action, 
the presence of dominance in the population has two major effects on the 
redistribution of genetic variance with drift. Rrst, total genetic variance and additive 
variance within lines initially increase with inbreeding. Second, relative to additive 
variance in the base population, larger increases in between-line variance than 
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expected under an additive model are observed (Robertson, 1952; Willis and Orr, 
1993). Avery and Hill (1979) showed that linkage disequilibrium, generated by finite 
population size, further inflates dominance variance within lines. Results 
qualitatively similar to Robertson's (1952) have been demonstrated forepistatic 
gene action (Bryant et al., 1986a,b; Goodnight, 1987,1988,1995; Cockeriiam and 
Tachida, 1988; Tachida and Cockerham, 1989; Cheverud and Routman, 1995, 
1996; Whitlock et al., 1993). 
Increases in between-line variance larger than expected under an additive 
model have been shown for morphometric traits in the housefly (Bryant et al., 1986a) 
and for viability In Drosophila (Garcia et al., 1994). Increases in additive genetic 
variance following inbreeding have been demonstrated for morphometric traits in the 
housefly (Bryant et al., 1986b, Bryant and Meffert, 1992), viability In Drosophila 
melanogaster{Garcia et al., 1994; Lopez-Fanjul and Villaverde, 1989), and viability 
in Tribolium castaneum (Fernandez et al., 1995). In general, the power of these 
studies to differentiate between dominance and epistasis was quite limited. 
However, inbreeding depression was found in all cases cited for viability (Garcfa et 
al., 1994, Lopez-Fanjul and Villaverde, 1989, Fem^dez et al., 1995), and for body-
size traits in the housefly (Bryant et al., 1986b) demonstrating the presence of 
intralocus dominance deviations, suggesting that segregating rare recessives made 
an important contribution to observed patterns of genetic variance. Bryant et al. 
(1986a) showed that differentiation among bottlenecked lines of Drosophila for body-
size associated traits was more consistent with a model of epistasis, but the power 
of this conclusion was somewhat limited by sample size (Lynch, 1988). 
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The increase in additive variance in a population following inbreeding is a 
function of the nonlinear relationship between allele frequency and additive variance 
(Bryant and Meffert, 1988; Robertson, 1952). A small decrease in recessive allele 
frequency resulting from drift, will cause a small decrease in additive variance, but 
an equal Increase in recessive allele frequency will result in a much larger increase 
in additive variance (Bryant and Meffert, 1988). Wang et al. (1998) predicted the 
effects of bottlenecks on populations in mutation selection balance using estimates 
of the mutation rate, dominance coefficient, and shape of the distribution of mutant 
effects (assuming a gamma distribution) from historical mutation accumulation 
experiments. Wang et al. (1998) concluded that a large proportion of the changes in 
between-line variance, additive variance within lines, and inbreeding depression 
following drift is caused by lethals and mutants of large effect which tend to be highly 
recessive. The recessivity of mutants implies that larger inbreeding depression of 
individual lines will be associated with larger increases in additive variance and 
larger selection responses. Experimentally, Garcia et al. (1994) found larger 
selection responses within inbred lines that had lower mean values after one 
generation of full-sib mating. Bryant et al. (1990) found that fitness components in 
the housefly almost completely rebounded after five successive bottleneck events 
(1,4, and 16 pairs), and reported increased additive variance within the bottlenecked 
lines for morphometric traits. These experimental results demonstrate the interplay 
between selection and drift with recessive genes described by Wang et al. (1998). 
Selection continuously decreases recessive allele frequencies. Drift may lead to 
either increases or decreases in recessive allele frequencies, but if recessive allele 
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frequencies increase, so will additive variance at the locus leading to more efficient 
selection. 
The effects of inbreeding on means, in the form of inbreeding depression, 
have been well demonstrated in maize (Benson and Hallauer, 1994; Comelius and 
Dudley, 1974; Good and Hallauer, 1977; Hallauer and Sears 1973; San Vicente and 
Hallauer 1993; Sing et al., 1967; Smith, 1983; Walters et al., 1991). Several studies 
have utilized a model proposed by Smith (1979a,b) to show that inbreeding 
depression due to drift has limited selection response (Eyherabide and Hallauer, 
1991; Helms et al., 1989a Keeratinijakel and Lamkey, 1993; Tanner and Smith, 
1987). Hallauer and Miranda (1988) reported an average estimate of for 
grain yield of 0.61 from a summary of 99 experiments in maize. Hence, dominance 
effects and dominance variance are quite important in maize, but the effects of 
dominance on restructuring genetic variances with drift has not been explored in 
plant breeding programs. The objectives of our research were to use estimates of 
genetic covariance components for inbred relatives (Edwards and Lamkey, 1999) to 
predict changes in genetic variance component structure and the magnitude of drift 
effects in the BS13(S)C0 population. 
Materials and methods 
We considered the scenario in which the base population, BS13(S)C0, 
becomes subdivided into a large number of independent, replicate lines, with no 
gene flow between lines. Each line is constant in size from generation to generation. 
Three mating systems, monoecious random mating, full-sib mating, and self-
pollination were considered. It was assumed in each generation of inbreeding that a 
very large number of individuals was obtained to observe variances within and 
among lines. A finite number of individuals was then randomly chosen and mated to 
advance the line to the next generation according to the appropriate mating system. 
The effects of population subdivision on the repartitioning of genetic variance 
between and within replicate lines were then predicted from the variance-covariance 
estimates in Edwards and Lamkey (1999). Genetic variance and covariance 
estimates were related to drift variances using theory for changes in descent 
measures with inbreeding (Cockerham, 1971) and the C-model for covariances 
between inbred relatives (Comelius, 1988; Cornelius and Van Sanford, 1988; 
Comelius and Dudley, 1975; Kempthome, 19570-
A full description of the identrty-by-descent among four alleles with respect to 
a noninbred base population requires 15 mutually exclusive allelic identity states for 
the four alleles contained in two individuals (Cockerham, 1971). The fifteen states 
can be reduced to nine classes of identity states if the four alleles are contained in 
two individuals (Cockerham, 1971; summarized in Table 3.1). The nine classes of 
identity state probabilities in Table 3.1 are mutually exclusive, meaning that the 
probabilities sum to one. In addition, the identity state probabilities imply 
nonidentity-by-descent, with respect to the base population, for any allelic 
relationships not specified in column 2 of Table 3.1 (Cockerham, 1971). Descent 
measures used as coefficients in the genotypic covariance between inbred relatives 
are sums over classes of identity state probabilities (Table 3.2). Hence, descent 
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measures are not mutually exclusive and do not sum to one as identity-state 
probabilities do (Cockerham, 1971). 
Cockertiam (1971) gave transition matrices for monoecious and full-sib 
mating systems. Full solutions to the transition equations for both mating systems 
were given in Cockerham and Weir (1983). in a monoecious randomly mating 
population, it is assumed that 2N (N=population size) gametes are randomly and 
independently sampled, with replacement, from a pool of 2N gametes in the 
previous generation. Since there are no restrictions placed on individuals from 
which gametes are sampled, or on individuals that receive gametes, the descent 
measures among alleles within amy generation of inbreeding are independent of the 
individuals that contain the alleles. Independence of descent measures and 
individuals results in equality of ail descent measures describing identity by descent 
for a given number of alleles. Hence, under the assumptions made in a monoecious 
population, only four descent measures are needed: 6 for a pair of identical alleles, 
y for three alleles, A for two identical pairs of alleles and S for four alleles 
(Cockerham, 1971). Within a saunple of individuals derived from a single individual 
by self-pollination, maximal symmetry among descent measures exists such that 
only three unique descent measures are required. Following methods used In 
Cockerham (1983), we obtained descent measures between individuals in 
generation t derived by self-pollination of a single individual in generation t-1: 
= l-(xy for a pair of identical alleles, y, = A, = I-KCK/ three alleles identical 
by descent (y) or two pairs of identical alleles (A), and S, =l-X(Ky for four 
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identical alleles. These fomnulae were derived by assuming that 2,3, or 4 alleles 
were randomly sampled from a single individual in generation t-1 with inbreeding 
coefficient F, = I-CK/ ' • 
In full-sib inbreeding, each individual receives one gamete from each of two 
individuals in the previous generation. A pair of alleles within an individual is thus 
sampled necessarily from two different individuais, while a pair of alleles contained 
in two different individuals may come from the same individual, or one from each 
individual in the previous generation. This asymmetrical sampling of allelic pairs 
delays identity-by-descent of pairs of alleles contained within individuals by one 
generation with respect to the identity of pairs of alleles contained in different 
individuals. Hence, in full-sib inbreeding we must differentiate F versus 9 and 
versus . However, for a pair of individuals X and Y within a generation of 
full-sib mating, it is still true that F- = FY and r^=7xf' 
descent measures given in Table 3.2 are required (Cockerham, 1971). 
Descent measures within lines in the monoecious and selfing systems of 
inbreeding do not change with expansion of lines if ail matings are between 
individuals with no common parents in the previous generation. This is not true in 
the full-sib system of inbreeding. We have predicted variances among and within 
full-sib mated lines before and after one generation of expansion. Expansion was 
accomplished by conducting matings between a very large number of pairs of 
individuais. We assumed that every individual used as a parent in population 
expansion was used in one and only one cross, and had just a single offspring. 
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Thus, no two individuals among the progeny of the expanded full-sib line shared any 
parents (individuals G and H in Figure 3.1). The no-common-parents restriction 
established a level of symmetry among descent measures so that only four descent 
measures were required, as in the case of monoecy. Descent measures were 
derived for progeny of individuals of generation t of sib-mating using descent 
measures for individuals in generation t-1. Descent measures from generation t-1 
provided a more straightfonA^ard derivation of these relationships using Cockerham's 
(1971) method of expansion because all measures trace back to just two Individuals 
in generation t-1, as opposed to four individuals in generation t (Figure 3.1). The 
resulting descent measures among progeny individuals with no common parents in 
generation t were (individuals G and H In Fig. 3.1) ^=X (l+F,-i + 2 ,^_,), 
y ~ Xe + 6 ,^_j +  ^~ X2 (2++100,+12/,j, and 
(J = >^(1+7F,_, +36r,., +6<J,.,). 
Drift variances were predicted using two parameterizations of the covariances 
of inbred relatives referred to as the C-model and D-model by Comelius (1988) and 
Comelius and Van Sanford (1988). The C-model uses temis originally developed by 
Kempthome (1957). Comelius and Dudley (1975) used the following notation for the 
C-model: 
= (1 - +or, + )+x(//. +a^), 
where: 
X = 
Jl if alleles i and j are identical by descent 
\o otherwise 
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//= population mean at panmixia, 
= population mean at homozygosity, 
or, = additive effect of allele A at panmixia, 
Q!-, = effect of allele Aj when Inbred to homozygosity, and 
5.. = dominance deviation of alleles A,- and Aj. 
Using Cockerham's (1971) notation for descent measures, the covariance 
between individuals X and Y is (Cornelius and Dudley, 1975): 
~ ~ YXY ~ ^XF ^XF ~ ^ XF T^XF ~ ^^XR 
The D-model was originally developed by Ham's (1964), and has been used 
in a variety of applications by Cockerham and coworkers (Cockerham, 1983, 
1984a,b; Cockerham and Tachida,1988; Tachida and Cockerham, 1989; Wright and 
Cockeriiam, 1986). In the D-model, the genotypic value of an individual is 
represented as (Weir and Cockerham, 1977): 
yij=/i+ai+aj+S,j, 
where: 
fi = population mean, 
or, = additive effect of allele A- at panmixia, and 
Sij =dominance deviation of alleles Aj and Aj. 
The covariance between individuals X and Y is (Weir and Cockerham, 
1977): 
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^xjr ~ ~ ^ xf )^o ^(j^xr "^T^xr )A ^xf^i •*" (^x f ~ ^ x " 
Falconer and Mackay (1996) have related genetic variance and covariance 
components to breeding values and genotypic values of individuals. The breeding 
value of an individual is defined as 'twice the mean deviation of the progeny from the 
population mean" (Falconer and Mackay, 1996, p. 114). The dominance deviation is 
defined as Ihe difference between the genotypic value G and breeding value of a 
particular genotype" (Falconer and Mackay, 1996, p. 116). The terms and al 
are the variances of breeding values and dominance deviations of noninbred 
individuals, as defined in Falconer and Mackay (1996). The term crl is the variance 
among genotypic values of inbred individuals, or simply the variance among 
completely inbred lines. The covariance C is the covariance between breeding 
values of inbred individuals, and their genotypic values. The D-model term is the 
variance of dominance deviations of inbred individuals and Z), is Vz the covariance 
between breeding values of inbred individuals and the dominance deviations of the 
same inbred individuals. The term H' is the sum of squared inbreeding depression 
values at individual loci. 
The descent measures for different mating systems were used with the 
genetic covariances to predict observed variances within and between replicate lines 
following population subdivision. As individuals become inbred with respect to the 
base population (BS13(S)C0 in our case), the total variance among individuals, V,, 
Is a function of the inbreeding coefficient F: 
V, = (1 - )+ Fo; + F(1 - F)H-
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The total variance among indrviduals, v;, Is partitioned into variance among 
replicate lines, Vy, and variance within lines, V ,^ by the relationship v; =v;+v  ^
(Robertson, 1952). The variance among lines, , Is equal to the genetic covariance 
between individuals within a line with respect to the base population. The variance 
among lines was obtained in each generation of the drift process for each of the 
three mating systems using the descent measures and variance estimates from 
Edwards and Lamkey (1999). The variance among individuals within lines was 
obtained by subtraction as =7, - . 
The variance among lines, , is an asymptotic result. An observed variance 
among lines, , would be Inflated by finite sampling of individuals within lines, i.e., 
V^=Vi,-^ '^/n 1 where N is the number of individuals observed within the line. For 
simplicity, we will describe only the asymptotic variance among lines, , not the 
observed variance among lines, V .^ Therefore, our predicted drift variances (V,, , 
and V„) apply to a large sample of Individuals In any given generation of population 
subdivision. This Is the reason that we assumed a large number of individuals was 
obtained in each generation, but a finite number of individuals was randomly chosen 
to advance the line. 
Cockeriiam (1984a) and Cockerham and Tachida (1988) have provided 
methods to further partition the variance within lines, V ,^ into additive and 
dominance components. Cockerham (1984a) gave expressions for the descent 
measures between half-sibs and full-sibs within lines. These measures provide 
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probabilities of identity by descent between half-sib and full-sib individuals within the 
line as a function of the descent measures between random individuals within the 
line that have arisen during the drift process. The additive variance within lines, , 
is four times the covariance between half-sibs within lines adjusted for the 
covariance between random individuals within the line, given in the following 
formula: 
where: C„s = covariance between half-sibs within a line 
Cjj =covariance between unrelated individuals 
The resulting expression for additive variance within lines is (Cockerham, 
1984a): 
V^={l-e)(7l+2{e-r-2A-t25)(7l +4ie-r)D,+2{r-S)D; + 2{y-A)H' 
This expression can be transformed to the C-model by substituting 
A=XC-o'a ^nd Dl = (7i-2C+2cTl (Cornelius, 1988) into Cockerham's (1984a) 
expression for . The resulting expression is: 
V^={l-5d + Sr-+ 2{e- r -2A +  2S)<rl + 2{d -3r+ 25)c + 
2{y-S)iyl+2{Y-A)H' 
The coefficients on covariance parameters in the C-model correspond directly 
to mutually exclusive identity state classes (Comelius and Dudley, 1975; Table 3.3). 
The coefficient on <j\ is twice the coancestry without inbreeding, which is 
mathematically twice the joint probability that a randomly chosen allele from X is 
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identical by descent to a randomly chosen allele from Y and neither X nor Y is 
homozygous by descent The coefficient on al is the double coancestry without 
inbreeding which is the prob£±>ility that each of the alleles in X are identical by 
descent to one of the alleles in Y and neither X nor Y are homozygous by descent. 
The coefficient on C is the probability that three of the four alleles contained in 
individuals X and Y are identical by descent and they are not identical by descent to 
the fourth allele. The coefficient on (tI is the probability that all four alleles in 
individuals X and Y are identical by descent. The correspondence between 
coefficients and mutually exclusive identity states permitted a partitioning of drift 
variances V,, V ,^ V„, and into independent causal genetic effects using the C-
model. The D-model, first described by Hams (1964), does not have this property 
(Table 3.3). In the D-model, the additive genetic variance, , contributes to genetic 
covariance between individuals in all identity states in which individuals have alleles 
identical by descent. In the C-model, the additive variance is 'marginalized' to 
genetic covariance between individuals with no inbreeding (Table 3.3). 
Contributions of additive variance to covariance between individuals in different 
identity states does not give the additive variance different interpretations in the two 
models. Instead, the models provide different ways to express genetic covariance 
between individuals in the same identity state. This can be seen by examining the 
relationship between the D-model and the C-model. The component C, which gives 
the covariance between individuals in the three-allele identity state, is equal to 
2(<ri + D,} in the D-model (Comelius, 1988). The term , which gives the 
covariance between individuals in the four-allele identity state, is equal to 
2o\+AD^+D  ^ in the D-model (Cornelius, 1988). 
The coefficient on H' in both models is the difference between the probability 
that both individuals X and Y are homozygous by descent and the probability that 
both X and Y would be homozygous by descent if their pedigree relationship was 
ignored (Comelius and Dudley, 1975). Cockerham and Weir (1983) have shown 
that the variance of the single-locus pedigree-inbreeding coefficient is equal to 
F(1-F) which is the contribution of H' to the total variance, V,. Cockerham and 
Weir (1983) also showed how the total variance of pedigree-inbreeding coefficients, 
F(1-F), could be partitioned into variance of pedigree-inbreeding coefficients 
among and within replicate lines in a subdivided population. The variance of 
average Inbreeding coefficients of replicate lines was found to be A  ^f-F^Fy, which 
is the coefficient on H' in the expression for the covariance between inbred 
relatives and is equivalent to the variance among lines, Vf,. The variance of 
inbreeding coefficients within lines was F-A  ^^  which is the contribution of H'to the 
within-line variance, V„. Hence, there is a one-to-one corespondence between the 
total, between-line, and within-line variances of the pedigree-inbreeding coefficient 
and the contribution of H' to the corresponding genotypic covariances. 
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Results and discussion 
Changes in variances among and within lines for varying degrees of 
dominance and recessive allele frequencies were reproduced from Robertson 
(1952) and presented in Rgure 3.2 for comparison to empirical predictions. In every 
case In Figure 3.2 except the additive model, withln-line variance, V„, initially 
increases with inbreeding. Withln-line additive variance, , generally Increases 
with inbreeding and dominance, with the exception of an Initial decrease In with 
overdominance and low recessive allele frequency (Fig. 3.2). Withln-line dominance 
variance decreases neariy llneariy unless recessive allele frequencies are low, In 
which case withln-line dominance variance initially Increases. The Initial decrease in 
within-line additive variance followed by an Increase with overdominance and low 
recessive allele frequency represents a unique pattern In the change in withln-line 
additive variance. Mathematically, the second derivative of the change In additive 
variance as a function of the Inbreeding coefficient undergoes a change In sign; 
initially, the slope of the change in additive variance versus the inbreeding coefficient 
is increasing (concave upward curve) and later In the Inbreeding process the slope Is 
decreasing, or becoming more negative (concave downward curve). The change in 
second derivative of the withln-line additive variance versus the Inbreeding 
coefficient occurs because of a local minimum in the additive variance with 
overdominance (Fig. 3.3 with Inbreeding coefficient of 0). As lines become Inbred 
with respect to the base population, recessive allele frequencies within lines 
randomly drift away from the initial allele frequency. If recessive allele frequencies In 
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the base population are higher than the allele frequency at which the local minimum 
occurs, recessive allele frequencies randomly drift towards either fixation or the local 
minimum, both of which result in reduced within-line additive variance. As 
inbreeding progresses, recessive allele frequencies within some lines randomly drift 
below the allele frequency of the local minimum, and an average increase in additive 
variance results (Fig. 3.3). 
Empirical predictions of changes in variance structure with population 
subdivision revealed that changes in total genetic variance, V,, were much more 
curvilinear (Fig, 3.4) than under any of the two-allele cases presented in Rgure 3.2. 
With the exception of grain moisture, the total genetic variance was larger at 
intermediate levels of inbreeding than at either F=0 or F=1 (Fig. 3.4). In contrast to 
total variance, between-line variance increased more lineariy than the two-allele 
models with dominance suggested (Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.2). With dominance, the two-
allele models revealed very slow initial increases in between-line variance. 
Empirically, additive variance within-lines was predicted to decrease with inbreeding 
while dominance variance was predicted to initially increase with inbreeding (Fig. 
3.4). The change in within-line additive variance for grain yield (Fig. 3.4) was similar 
to the two allele model with overdominance and low recessive allele frequency (Rg. 
3.2). For other traits, the change in within-line additive variance did not resemble 
any of the two-allele models very well. The initial increase in within-line dominance 
variance (Fig. 3.4) was suggestive of low recessive allele frequencies since the 
within-line dominance variance increased only with low initial recessive allele 
frequencies in the two-allele models (Fig. 3.2). 
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Overdominance in the two-allele models increased curvilinearity of the 
change in total variance (Rg. 3.2). In addition, with overdominance and low 
frequency of the recessive allele, within-line additive variance first decreased, then 
increased (Rg. 3.2). The empirical predictions of changes in variance in BS13(S)C0 
revealed highly curvilinear changes in total variance (Fig. 3.4). The within-line 
additive variance for grain yield initially decreased, then increased like the 
overdominant model with low frequency of the recessive allele. For ear height, plant 
height, and mid silk, predicted within-line additive variance decreased rapidly eariy In 
the inbreeding process then more slowly, reflecting a change-in-slope pattern similar 
to grain yield (Fig. 3.4). The initial Increase in within-line dominance variance was 
similar to the expectation with low recessive allele-frequency, with both complete 
dominance and overdominance. Edwards and Lamkey (1999) found the average 
degree of dominance ranged from 2.1 to 2.6 for traits other than grain moisture. 
Hence, the variance-covariance structure provided direct estimates of the degree of 
dominance in the overdominant range, which was also reflected in predicted 
changes In variances with drift. Furthermore, pattems observed In the predicted 
changes in variances with population subdivision were suggestive of low recessive 
allele frequencies. No theory has been developed to estimate allele frequencies 
directly from variance components, but the conclusion concerning low-frequency 
recessive alleles can be inferred qualitatively from the pattems observed in predicted 
changes in variances. Under a two-allele model, H' is equal to <7 ,^ a condition not 
met in BS13(S)C0 suggesting multiallelism in the population (Edwards and Lamkey, 
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1999). Hence, some of the differences between empirical predictions in Rgure 3.4 
and two-ailele models in Rgure 3.2 may reflect the effects of multiallelism. 
The different mating systems studied had no effect on total variance among 
individuals (V,) as a function of the inbreeding coefficient since the total variance is a 
function of only the inbreeding coefficient. Hence, only the rate of change of total 
variance with respect to number of generations is affected. Different mating systems 
had little effect on between-line variance as well (data not shown). Mating system 
did affect the repartitioning of additive variance within-lines (Rg. 3.5). In particular, 
monoecy had the maximum additive variance within-lines of the three mating 
systems studied (Fig. 3.5). Full-sib lines after expansion were intemriediate in within-
line additive variance between monoecy and selfing. One generation of expansion, 
or random mating, increased additive genetic variance in the full-sib mating system 
(Rg. 3.5). 
Changes in drift variances with inbreeding are functions of changes in allelic 
identity states (Fig. 3.6) and the genetic variance component structure in the base 
population. With slow inbreeding the probability that two individuals have no alleles 
identical by descent is unity with no inbreeding, and decreases very rapidly with 
minimal inbreeding (Fig. 3.6). The probability that two individuals share four alleles 
identical by descent increases slowly at first, and then very rapidly as inbreeding 
progresses. The two-allele, three-allele, and two-pair identity states are zero with no 
inbreeding, and zero at homozygosity, and have maxima at intemriediate values of 
inbreeding (Rg. 3,6). The two-allele state reaches a maximum at approximately 
F=0.2, and the three-allele and two-pair states reach maximum values at 
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approximately F=0.53. The allelic identity states determine drift variances by virtue 
of the genetic covariance between individuals in particular identity states. 
With the exception of the term H ' ,  the contribution of each of the genetic 
covariances to the total variance among individuals, (V,), changes lineariy with the 
expected inbreeding coefficient, F (Fig. 3.7). The temri H' increases total variance, 
between-line variance, and within-line variance at intermediate levels of inbreeding. 
As described in the materials and methods section, the contribution of H' to genetic 
covariances is a function of the variance of the pedigree-inbreeding coefficient. 
Therefore, nonlinearity in the change in total variance is a function only of the 
variance of the pedigree-inbreeding coefficients and inbreeding depression effects 
since H' is the sum of squared inbreeding depression effects at individual loci. 
Under a model of purely additive gene action, total variance would increase lineariy 
in the expected inbreeding coefficient. These results demonstrate that under a 
single locus model, the variance of the pedigree-inbreeding coefficient affects 
g e n e t i c  c o v a r i a n c e s  o n l y  t h r o u g h  t h e  p a r a m e t e r  H ' .  
Under the C-model, additive variance is rapidly converted from within-line 
variance to between-line variance (Fig. 3.7). Dominance variance is converted to 
within-line additive variance eariy in the inbreeding process, and between-line 
variance later in the inbreeding process (Rg. 3.7). The component C makes no net 
contribution to total variance, but it increases between-line variance and causes an 
equal reduction in within-line variance. At the same time C reduces within-line 
variance, it increases within-line additive variance and causes a very large reduction 
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In within-line dominance. The expected value of C in D-model temis is 2(<t  ^+ D,) 
where <7  ^ is the variance of breeding values, and D, Is the covariance between 
homozygous dominance deviations and breeding values. Edwards and Lamkey 
(1999) reported negative estimates of D, in BS13(S)C0 for six agronomic 
characters. Since the component C increases additive variance within lines and 
reduces dominance variance within lines, negative values of D,, which reduce the 
value of C, are undesirable. The component cr; contributes to within-line variance 
at intermediate levels of inbreeding, but is eventually converted completely to 
between-line variance. 
The contributions of and to within-line additive genetic variance are 
less than total within-line variance regardless of the type of gene action. The 
difference between within-line additive variance and total within-line variance is 
within-line dominance variance (identical to between-line variance in the upper left 
panel of Figure 3.7), suggesting that <jI and cri contribute to within-line dominance 
variance even when there is no dominance. However, examination of the 
contribution of the parameter C to drift variances reveals that C reduces within-line 
dominance variance. In the case of a completely additive model (no dominance), 
C = (Ti =2al, and the contributions of o ,^ C, and al to within-line dominance 
variance will sum to zero. 
At low levels of inbreeding, the between-line variance is almost completely a 
function of additive variance in the base population (Rg. 3.8), which under the C-
model is simply a covariance between individuals that share a single allele identical 
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by descent and are not homozygous by descent. As inbreeding proceeds toward 
homozygosity, cr  ^ dominates the between-line variance, with some contribution from 
remaining components. The component H' reaches a maximum contribution to 
at approximately F = 0.8 (Fig. 3.7). Since the contribution of H' decreases rapidly 
above F=0.8, a small plateau in between-line variance was observed late in the 
inbreeding process for traits with large values of ff', particulariy ear height, plant 
height, and days to mid silk (Fig. 3.8). 
Predicted changes in within-line additive variance were relatively close to 
expectations under an additive model for every trait except grain yield (Fig. 3.9). 
Although this is a rather subjective conclusion, cleariy the pattem of predicted 
change In within-line additive variance for grain yield differs from other traits in that 
little change is expected at values of F less than 0.5 (Fig. 3.9). The uniqueness of 
the change in within-line additive variance for grain yield compared to other traits is a 
result of the unique variance component structure for grain yield (Fig. 3.9). 
Compared to other traits, the component C contributed less to within-line additive 
variance for grain yield, and o-Q , <7 ,^ and H' contributed more. Edwards and 
Lamkey (1999) reported that grain yield had higher correlations between genotypic 
values and dominance deviations than other traits In both inbred and noninbred 
progeny. Apparently the importance of dominance deviations for grain yield and 
their high correlation with genotypic values resulted In more of an increase In for 
grain yield than for other traits. Grain moisture was somewhat exceptional 
compared to traits other than grain yield in that the contribution of cr  ^ to within-line 
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additive variance exceeded expectations under an additive model for within-line 
additive variance late in the inbreeding process (Fig. 3.9). 
We have described C-model genetic variance components as independent 
causal agents of within-line additive variance. The genetic variances are not causal 
agents, but merely a general description of the genetic properties of the base 
population. Although we can't describe the full genetic complexity of the base 
population, as we have attempted to show, the C-model provides estimates of 
average covariances between pairs of individuals belonging to different allelic-
identity states. As the expected inbreeding coefficient of individuals increases, the 
probability that individuals share zero alleles in common drops very rapidly, and the 
probability of the two-allele Identity-state for two individuals, Sxy, increases very 
rapidly (Fig. 3.6). In parallel with this rapid increase in 6 ,^ there is a rapid 
conversion of additive variance to between-line variance very eariy in the inbreeding 
process (Fig, 3.8). As inbreeding progresses, allelic identity states involving 
homozygotes increase in probability (Fig. 3.6), and consequences of the population 
subdivision become increasingly dominated by covariances involving homozygotes, 
namely C, ai, and H' (Rg. 3.7). At homozygosity, and all types of within-
line variance are exhausted. These results demonstrate that at very low inbreeding 
levels, homozygosity does not have a large influence on the phenotypic effects of 
population subdivision; they are dominated by covariances that do not include 
homozygotes, a\ and (Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9). Homozygosity does contribute to 
within-line additive variance eariy in the inbreeding process through the parameter 
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C, which can be reduced by negative values of £>, (Rg. 3.9). These results show 
how at low levels of Inbreeding, cr; and <rl alone may be able to provide reasonable 
predictions of the consequences of population subdivision. However, as inbreeding 
proceeds, covariances involving homozygotes cannot be ignored. 
All of the predicted consequences of population subdivision are based on the 
estimated single-locus genetic variance component structure in the base population. 
The genetic variance components used in this study to predict consequences of 
genetic drift were estimated in a mating design that utilized the maximum rate of 
inbreeding, namely self-pollination (Edwards and Lamkey, 1999). We have 
extrapolated these results to a slow-inbreeding process, namely a monoecious 
randomly mating population. Lynch (1988) has pointed out that with slow 
inbreeding, linkage disequilibrium builds up within lines. Avery and Hill (1979) have 
shown that the gradual buildup of linkage disequilibria within lines can lead to even 
larger within-line variances than Robertson (1952) predicted based on rare 
recessives. However, Avery and Hill (1979) assume an equilibrium base population, 
a condition not met in our study. Edwards and Lamkey (1999) provided evidence, 
based on detection of apparent overdominance, that the BS13(S)C0 population in 
fact cames a large amount of linkage disequilibrium. The degree to which the 
average level of linkage disequilibrium would change with slow inbreeding in the 
population cannot be predicted, but it certainly has the potential to influence our 
predictions. 
The between-line variance has been presented thus far as a measure of 
random variability among meeuis of individual lines in a subdivided population. 
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However, the between-line variance can also be thought of as a measure of the 
variance of the random drifting of the mean of a single line. In most agricultural 
selection and population maintenance programs, only a single line is maintained. In 
addition to random changes in the mean of a line, when dominance is present, 
inbreeding depression causes a systematic change in the mean value of a line. We 
summarized the combined effects of systematic and random changes in the values 
of individuals and line means with 95% drift intervals (Rg. 3.10). We define a 95% 
line-mean drift interval as an interval that contains 95% of values of a large sample 
of lines that have been inbred without selection to a specified average inbreeding 
coefficient. Likewise, a 95% individual-genotypic-value drift inten^al is an interval 
containing 95% of genotypic values of individuals that have been inbred to a 
specified level of inbreeding. Conversely, 95% drift intervals can be interpreted as 
having a probability of 0.95 of containing the value of a single individual or line that 
has been inbred without selection to a specified inbreeding coefficient. Our intervals 
are conditional on the estimates of inbreeding depression rates and on variance 
component estimates, as they do not include sampling variability of the estimates. 
The size of a drift interval is a function of the square root of the variance. This 
implies that the 95% line-mean Intervals increase in size rapidly at first, and more 
slowly later in the inbreeding process (Rg. 3.10). Hence, even a very small amount 
of inbreeding can lead to substantial random changes in the mean value of a line. 
Lynch (1988) pointed out that essentially all generations of inbreeding of a particular 
line are correlated. Hence, after one generation of inbreeding, future generations (or 
cycles of selection) are correlated with the value of the line in the first generation. 
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After two generations of inbreeding, ail future generations of the line are con'elated 
with the values in the first two generations. Hence, the trajectory that a particular 
line takes early in the inbreeding process will influence where the line ends up within 
the interval. If a line randomly drops in value towards the lower bound of the 
interval, it is less likely to end up near the upper bound of the interval later in the 
inbreeding process. In a sense, early generations predetermine what will happen in 
later generations of inbreeding. The predetermination of later generations of 
inbreeding by earlier generations is reflected in the description of drift effects as 
being cumulative. 
Traits with large inbreeding depression such as grain yield, ear height, and 
plant height have relatively flat upper bounds of 95% line-mean intervals, while the 
lower bounds drop quite rapidly (Fig. 3.10). On average, inbreeding will reduce the 
mean of a line when there is inbreeding depression, but because of the range of the 
interval, the magnitude of the reduction in the line means can vary widely. In fact, 
even for traits with large inbreeding depression such as grain yield, ear height and 
plant height, the 95% line-mean intervals include values above the noninbred 
population mean until late in the inbreeding process. While the effects of drift are 
generally thought of as being negative because of inbreeding depression. Figure 
3.10 illustrates that drift may be favorable, i.e., cause a performance increase. 
For four out of five traits presented, the total variance among individuals, V,, 
was greater at intemnediate inbreeding levels than at F=0 or F=1 (Fig. 3.4). The 
larger variance among individuals at intemnediate inbreeding levels resulted in 
curvilinear drift intervals among individuals (Fig. 3.10). 
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Reducing the effects of inbreeding on systematic and random drift effects on 
line means requires an increase in population size. However, increasing population 
size has a rapidly diminishing effect on reducing the size of drift intervals (Fig. 3.11). 
The drift intervals as a function of population size decrease little beyond population 
size 10 (Rg. 11). Conversely, increasing population size from 10 to 50 individuals 
has little effect on the size of the interval, particularly from 20 to 50. The plots in 
Figure 3.11 illustrate the logarithmic relationship between population size and the 
magnitude of drift effects, both systematic (inbreeding depression) and random. In 
our predictions, between-line variance increased approximately lineariy with 
inbreeding implying that the size of the drift interval is approximately proportional to 
the square root of the inbreeding coefficient. Likewise, inbreeding depression is 
directly proportional to the inbreeding coefficient. The decrease in magnitude of F 
and Vf are decreasing functions of the logarithm of population size (Fig. 3.12). As 
population size increases, the relative reductions in F and -JF rapidly decrease 
with increasing population size. Figure 3.12 demonstrates that at small population 
size, particulariy less than 10, small increases in population size have dramatic 
effects on reducing drift, but at higher population sizes, huge increases in population 
size are required for equivalent reductions in drift. If the scale on the plots in Figure 
3.12 is converted to the base-10 logarithm of the base-10 logarithm of population 
size (i.e., a log-log scale) the decreases in F and Vf are neariy linear. 
For just one generation of inbreeding, it can be shown that in order to 
decrease the square root of the inbreeding coefficient by a fraction k, an increase of 
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population size of is required. For example, to reduce Vf by 1/i, population size 
must be quadrupled. If the number of generations of inbreeding is increased by 
some fraction k, in order to maintain the same value of the square root of the 
inbreeding coefficient at the end of the inbreeding process, population size must 
increase by approximately the same fraction k (Table 3.4). The relationship between 
Vf and population size after one generation of inbreeding is mathematically exact, 
whereas the relationship between generations of inbreeding and Vf is approximate 
(Table 3.4). As the number of generations of inbreeding increases, population size 
must be increased by a fraction slightly smaller than the increase in the number of 
generations. In addition, as the number of generations is increased, the required 
population size needed to reduce Vf by one-half Is just slightly less than four 
(Table 3.4). 
Conclusions 
Our presentation of drift intervals showing the range of values of lines 
randomly derived from the base population as a function of the inbreeding coefficient 
illustrates the Importance of the random drift effects with inbreeding. Drift is often 
described in an agricultural setting as a limit to selection response (eg.. Smith, 
1979a,b), implying inbreeding depression. However, as shown in the 95% line-
mean intervals, random drift effects can easily lead to much larger changes in line-
means than inbreeding depression alone. This underscores the extreme difficulty in 
measuring how inbreeding affects selection response without replicated lines in a 
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selection progrann. Prediction of the effects of inbreeding in a selection program 
based on estimation of covariance parameters in the base population is severely 
limited by the mathematical complexity of the interaction between selection and 
inbreeding. If one is willing to assume the infinitesimal model, approximations can 
be made. However, as reality deviates from an effectively infinite number of loci, it 
becomes very difficult to predict the effects of the combined processes of inbreeding 
and selection. Hospital and Chevalet (1996) demonstrated that inbreeding and 
selection acting in concert with a finite number of loci produce highly variable results 
that poorly resemble any analytical models. 
Despite the difficulties in predicting the combined effects of inbreeding and 
selection, approximate methods do exist to evaluate the effects of inbreeding in a 
selection program. Sorenson and Kennedy (1983) suggested using the relationship 
matrix among individuals within a cycle of selection to estimate the average genetic 
covariance between individuals within the population, which is equal to the between-
line or drift variance. Muir and Xu (1992) proposed a model for analyzing response 
to selection that includes selection response, inbreeding depression, and cumulative 
random drift effects. Muir and Xu's (1992) model also included random and 
systematic changes in environment, but these terms are not needed if Individuals 
from each cycle of selection can be grown in a common environment. We will briefly 
describe Muir and Xu's model, and show how it can be used in evaluation of a 
recurrent selection program. The model is: 
i;=//+G,+£/,+£), + e  ^
where: 
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= Observation of the i*  ^cycle of selection, j"* replicate, 
//=population mean, 
G, = cumulative selection response to the i"  ^cycle, 
f=i 
where h- is heritabiltty and s, is the selection differential, 
Ui = cumulative Inbreeding depression to the i''' cycle, 
= + Pi (0 where is the intercept and p" is the linear rate of 
inbreeding depression as a function of cycle of selection, 
Z), = cumulative random effects of drift (between-line variance) to the 
cycle, and 
i 
= where d ,  is the random drift effect in the t'^  generation. It is 
f=i 
assumed that the d, have a constant variance across generations. 
Muir and Xu (1992) proposed an analysis in which differences between 
successive generations are analyzed in order to remove autocorrelations between 
cycles of selection that result from the cumulative random drift effects. However, we 
propose that the model parameters can be estimated in a more direct fashion using 
mixed model approaches and software packages such as SAS proc mixed (SAS 
institute, Inc., 1996). The model can be rewritten in matrix terms as follows; 
y = xp+xjt\+xjj2'^^'^^ 
where:' 
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xp = Expected value of fixed effects (environments, replicates, 
covariates) in the model (X is an incidence matrix relating 
observations and effects, 0 \s a. vector of fixed effects), 
jcj =vector of cumulative selection differentials where the cumulative 
i 
selection differential for cycle i Is where s ,  is the selection 
f=l 
differential In the t"' generation, 
l\ =estimate of selection response (fixed), 
X, =vector of generation numbers (cycle of selection) for each 
observation, 
= estimate of linear Inbreeding depression rate during the selection 
program (fixed), 
Z=Incidence matrix relating drift effects to observations, 
t 
D = vector of random drift effects where =^d- , and 
1=1 
e  = vector of random residuals. 
We will not specify a distribution for e, as it depends on the experimental 
design and sampling strategy and may represent a sum of multiple random error 
terms. Including genotype by environment Interaction, repeated measures, or error 
among Individuals within plots or families. The distribution of the drift effects, d;, will 
be specified as follows; 
V(D,)=t<7', 
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r f f < r '  
CoviD„D,) = \ ^ I , 
if r'< t 
The variance-covariance structure of the vector D illustrates the cumulative 
nature of the random drift effects with inbreeding. After t cycles of selection, 1' 
random deviations have occurred in the population mean, so that the variance of the 
cumulative drift effects is simply 1' times the drift variance. As for the covariance 
between cycles of selection, the cumulative drift effects in cycles t and t' (D, and D,.) 
have in common all single-cycle drift effects ) up to the earlier of the two cycles, t 
and f. Therefore, the covariance between cumulative drift effects in different cycles 
is equal to the eariier cycle number times the variance of the single-cycle drift 
effects, (jI . As an example, the variance of the vector of cumulative drift effects for 
three cycles of selection would have the form: 
'0 0 0 0' 
A 0  1 1 1  
A 0 12 2 
\ ^ J 0 12 3 
The cumulative effect of drift in Cycle 0 is zero, and hence is shown to have 
zero variance, as well as zero covariances with later generations. This matrix can 
be included in a mixed model exactly the same way as a relationship matrix is 
included for the estimation of breeding values with related individuals. The 
'relationship' in this case occurs with respect to the number of single-cycle drift 
effects that different cycles have In common. The example matrix given is not only 
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useful for estimation purposes, but also provides an illustration of the cumulative 
nature of random drift effects. 
Estimation of the fixed effects in the vector p depends on the experimental 
design. The only comment we will make is that care should be made in the design 
of experiments to avoid confounding between fixed effects in and the effects 
and £>,. The experimenter can easily control confounding between fixed effects by 
choosing balanced or semi-balanced experimental design. However, confounding 
between  ^and may be a problem. If selection differentials are exactly the same 
in every cycle of selection, the vector will be a multiple of , namely times the 
average selection differential. In this case, gain from selection and inbreeding 
depression are not separately estimable. In fact, the degree to which these effects 
can be separated depends on the variability, from cycle to cycle, in the selection 
differentials. We make no claims as to how well this model will describe selection 
response pattems in any program, nor do we make claims about the desirability of 
estimators of the parameters. We merely present Muir and Xu's (1992) model here 
in a form that we believe can be readily applied to recurrent selection programs. 
Holthaus and Lamkey (1995) estimated additive and dominance variances in 
the BS13 population before (BS13(S)C0) and after (BS13(S)C6) six cycles of Sa 
progeny recurrent selection. Holthaus and Lamkey (1995) reported no change in 
additive variance and a small increase in dominance variance for grain yield and a 
decreasing trend in both variances for grain moisture, consistent with our predictions 
based on pure inbreeding. For ear height however, we predicted increased 
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dominance and decreased additive variance, whereas Holthaus and Lami<ey (1995) 
reported essentially no change in either. The changes in variance following six 
cycles of selection were consistent for two of three traits with our predicted changes 
under pure genetic drift. In general in the Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic, which has been 
under continuous selection for 15 cycles of intrapopulation recurrent selection and 
13 cycles of reciprocal recurrent selection, genetic variances for grain yield have 
remained relatively stable across cycles of selection (Hallauer and Miranda, 1988; 
Helms etal., 1989b; Holthaus and Lamkey, 1995; Lamkey, 1992; Stuckerand 
Hallauer, 1992; Walters et al., 1991). Holthaus and Lamkey (1995) reported that 
'expected reductions in genetic variance components due to Inbreeding' were not 
observed in BS13 following six cycles of selection. Our results show that given the 
variance component structure In BS13(S)C0, inbreeding alone is not expected to 
reduce genetic variance on average. However, Avery and Hill (1977) have shown 
for an additive trait how linkage disequilibrium within lines causes additive variance 
among lines to vary widely. Lopez-Fanjul et al. (1989) have experimentally 
demonstrated large coefficients of variation of withln-llne phenotypic variance in 
Drosophila melanogasteriov abdominal bristle number, an additive trait. The 
expected variability In withln-line genetic variances in our work is unknown. Our 
work differed from the situation described by Avery and Hill (1977) In that our base 
population was not In linkage equilibrium and dominance was important. In addition 
our work differs from that of Lopez-Fanjul et al. (1989) in that maize has a much 
larger genome than Drosophila, which Avery and Hill (1977) showed results In less 
variability in variances among populations. Based on available Information, no 
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quantitative conclusions can be drawn as to the expected variability of within-line 
variances with inbreeding, but qualitatively it is important to consider our predictions 
only as averages across a number of lines without selection. 
It has been well established (see introduction) theoretically that with non-
additive gene action, genetic variance does not decrease lineariy with inbreeding. 
Even with selection, if the strength of selection is weak enough at individual loci and 
population size is small enough, random allelic frequency drift is certain to occur. 
Inbreeding may lead to unfavorable increases in recessive allele frequencies, but 
this effect will be counteracted by increased potential for selection response 
because of the increased additive variance (Wang et al., 1998). Inbreeding may 
also lead to random decreases in recessive allele frequency, and possibly fixation of 
the dominant allele. Since random drift of recessive allele frequencies results in 
either a random increase in frequency accompanied by increased additive variance, 
or a random decrease in recessive allele frequency and possible fixation of the 
favorable dominant allele, it could be argued that random allelic frequency drift is 
desirable during selection. Furthermore, with overdominance or associative 
overdominance resulting from repulsion phase linkages, a local minimum in additive 
variance occurs. In this case, allele frequencies will randomly drift away from the 
minimum so that selection can operate and fix one of the alleles. Given these 
genetic benefits of random allelic frequency drift, it may be desirable to subdivide 
large, randomly mating populations into smaller subpopulations to take advantage of 
the effects of both drift and selection by selection among and within replicate lines. 
Wright (1984) reached a similar conclusion in his shifting balance theory of evolution 
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based on an assumption of multiple peak epistasis. The multiple peaks in additive 
variance bear a slight resemblance to Wrighfs multiple fitness peaks which fomned 
the basis for his shifting balance theory (Wright, 1984). We have not dealt with 
epistasis in the present work because of the statistical difficulties in estimating 
epistatic variance components. However, we have shown that directional 
dominance may result in benefits from population subdivision. Epistasis will only 
add to the benefits of subdividing populations as shown recently by Cheverud and 
Routman (1995, 1996) and Goodnight (1995). Further, studying changes in within-
line genetic variances may provide more efficient ways of evaluating the importance 
of epistasis in maize and should be explored. 
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Table 3.1. Identity state probabilities required for identity relationships between two 
Individuals. Individuals are denoted as X and Y, alleles as a, b, c, and d. Individual 
X contains alleles a and b, individual Y contains alleles c and d. Table adapted from 
Cockerham (1971). 
Probability Alleles identical by descent 
^xf 
III III III 
a = b s c  or a = b  =  d  
a  =  c  =  d  or b  =  c  =  d  
^ x f  
•X3 III •X
J III 
a = c , b = d  or a = d , b  =  c  
a  =  b  
c  =  d  
4 Sxy a  =  c  or a  =  d  or b  =  c  or b  =  d  
^xr None 
Table 3.2. Relationship between descent measures and identity state probabilities for two individuals. Individuals are 
denoted as X and Y, alleles as a, b, c, and d. Individual X contains alleles a and b, individual Y contains alleles c and 
d. Expressions adapted from Cockerham (1971). 
Descent measure Identity state probability 
Fj, + 26f( y  




^X ~^xr~ ^ ^Xr •*• ^ ^Xi' ^X 
~^X f~ ^yxi> ^^XV 
40 Y^ - 4Aji ^Y - Ay FLY - + SSj^^, S^Y 
^-^x-^r~ ^ ^xY + ^xr + + ^yxY + + ^^xr ^XY 
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Table 3.3. Coefficients on variance components for the D-model and C-model for 
the covariances of relatives. Coefficients are given in temns of descent measures 
and identity state probabilities. 
Component Descent 




H' ^x f - ^x^f ^xr + ^x f -^x^f 
-D-model-
cri 20xr + ^^ xr "^^xr + ^^ xf ) 
^i^x.f-^xf) 25^ 
2(rix+>'xf) X(2< 
Z>, 5  ^ Sj^  
D --x*r -XY! 
A x^
Table 3.4. Population sizes required to achieve particular values of the inbreeding 
coefficient and the square root of the inbreeding coefficient for four different numbers 
of generations of inbreeding. 
Generations of inbreeding 
F VF 1 4 16 64 
K >< 2 8 29 112 
Xe X 8 32 125 497 
X 32 128 509 2033 
Xs 128 512 2045 8177 
Xo24 X2 512 2048 8189 32753 
x» 2048 8192 32765 131057 
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C D E F 
\/ \/ 
H 
Figure 3.1. Pedigree for expansion under full-sib mating. Individuals G and H 
represent progeny individuals of the final generation of inbreeding under full-sib 
mating. Individuals G and H have no common parents. 
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Figure 3.2. Expected changes in total variance, between-line variance, total within-
line variance, within-line additive variance, and within-line dominance variance as a 
function of the expected inbreeding coefficient in a subdivided population with 
monoecious random mating within lines. Homozygotes were assigned values of 1 
for the dominant homozygote and -1 for the recessive homozygote. The value of 
the heterozygote is represented by d, which has values of 0 (additive model), 1 
(complete dominance) and 2 (overdominance). The recessive allele frequency is 
given by q and has values of 0.4 and 0.1. For the additive model, allele frequencies 
of 0.6 and 0.4 were used, with the lower valued allele (-1) having a frequency of 0.4. 
Rgures adapted from Robertson (1952). 
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Figure 3.3. Within-line additive variance versus frequency of the recessive allele in 
the base population and expected inbreeding coefficient in a subdivided population 
with monoecious random mating within lines and overdominance. Genotypic values 
were assumed to be -1 for the recessive homozygote, 1 for the dominant 
homozygote, and 2 for the heterozygote. 
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Figure 3.4. Predicted changes in total variance, between-line variance, total within-
line variance, within-line additive variance and within-line dominance variance 
versus the expected inbreeding coefficient for five traits with subdivision of the 
BS13(S)C0 population into finite, monoecious, randomly mating lines. Predictions 
were based on genetic covariance component estimates obtained by Edwards and 
Lamkey (1999). All variances are scaled relative to the total genetic variance in the 
base population, . 
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Figure 3.5. Predicted changes in within-line additive variance versus the expected 
inbreeding coefficient for five traits with subdivision of the BS13(S)C0 population into 
lines with three different systems of mating within lines: monoecious random 
mating, full-sib mating, and self-pollination. Within-line additive variance was 
predicted for the full-sib mating system before and after one generation of 
expansion. Full-sib mated lines were expanded with one generation of matings 
between individuals with no common parents (Fig. 3.1). Predictions were based on 
genetic covariance component estimates obtained by Edwards and Lamkey (1999). 
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Figure 3.6. Changes in 5 identity states as a function of the expected Inbreeding 
coefficient in a subdivided population with monoecious random mating within lines. 
Identity states are described in Table 3.1. Correspondence between number of 
alleles identical by descent and identity states in Table 3.1 is as follows; zero alleles 
= , two alleles = 43^  ^+Sg+Sf, three alleles = 26^  ^+ 25, two pairs of alleles 
=  5 ^  ^ + .  f o u r  a l l e l e s  
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Figure 3.7. Theoretical partitioning of C-model genetic covariance components into 
total variance, between-iine variance, total within-line variance, within-line additive 
variance, and within-llne dominance variance versus the expected inbreeding 
coefficient of a subdivided population with monoecious random mating within lines. 
Partitions are independent of the type of gene action and allele frequencies since 
each panel refers only to a single genetic covariance component. In the partitioning 
of <7 ,^ the contributions to between-iine variance (shown) and within-line dominance 
variance (not shown) are identical. 
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Figure 3.8. Predicted between-line variance and contributions of individual C-model 
genetic covariance components to between-line variance as a function of the 
expected inbreeding coefficient with subdivision of the BS13(S)C0 population into 
finite, monoecious, randomly mating lines. Predictions were based on genetic 
covariance component estimates obtained by Edwards and Lamkey (1999). 
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Figure 3.9. Predicted within-line additive variance and contributions of Individual C-
model genetic covariance components to within-line additive variance as a function 
of the expected inbreeding coefficient with subdivision of the BS13(S)C0 population 
into finite, monoecious, randomly mating lines. Predictions were based on genetic 
covariance component estimates obtained by Edwards and Lamkey (1999). 
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Rgure 3.10. Drift intervals (95% confidence) for five traits with subdivision of the 
BS13(S)C0 population into finite, monoecious, randomly mating lines. Bounds for 
line means represent 95% bounds for line means with inbreeding. Bounds for 
individuals are 95% bounds for genotypic values of individuals. Inten/als are 
conditional on estimates of genetic variances and inbreeding depression rates 
reported by Edwards and Lamkey (1999) and do not Include sampling variability of 
the estimates. 
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Figure 3.11. Line-mean intervals (95% confidence) versus population size for five 
traits following subdivision of the BS13(S)C0 population into finite, monoecious, 
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Figure 3.12. Values of the square root of the inbreeding coefficient and the 
inbreeding coefficient versus the logarithm of population size for 1, 2, 4,16, 64, and 
1024 generations of inbreeding in a finite monoecious randomly mating population. 
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CHAPTER IV: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Discussion 
Of the five genetic properties of inbreeding reviewed by Jacquard (1975), it is the 
deviation of genotypic frequencies from Hardy-Weinberg frequencies that leads to 
the unique phenotypic effects associated with inbreeding in outcrossing species. 
Under Hardy-Weinberg frequencies, low frequency alleles occur rarely in 
homozygous state. This fact, combined with mutation and random allelic frequency 
drift, allows recessive mutations to build up in frequency in populations (Crow, 1993; 
Wang et al., 1998). When inbreeding occurs, recessive mutants are exposed 
phenotypically in much higher frequency than in Hardy-Weinberg proportions. It is 
the expression of these mutants that leads to unique phenotypic consequences with 
inbreeding. 
From a quantitative genetic standpoint, the phenotypic consequences of 
inbreeding are determined by the dominance deviations of individuals that are 
homozygous by descent. Inbreeding depression, defined by Falconer and Mackay 
(1996, p. 248) as the 'average change of mean value in a number of lines,' is really 
the average of dominance deviations of inbred individuals. The variance of 
inbreeding depression within a population is the variance of the dominance 
deviations of inbred individuals, or Dl. Dominance deviations in noninbred 
individuals have a mean of zero, and variance of a%. In the BS13(8)00 population, 
we found inbreeding depression for all six traits we studied, and we found the 
variance of inbred dominance deviations was larger in inbred than noninbred 
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individuals for 5 of 6 traits studied (the significance of the differences is not known in 
all cases). Our results illustrate that in BS13(S)C0, dominance deviations increase 
in both mean and variance. It Is well known that the average of dominance 
deviations increase with inbreeding, but little data has been provided demonstrating 
that the variance of dominance deviations increases as well. 
Traditionally, inbreeding depression has been defined as an average over many 
lines. We have described here how the concept can be applied to individuals, using 
the concept of homoirygous dominance deviations which have been defined as 
'inbreeding depression effects' (Cockerham, 1983; Cornelius, 1988). If a single line 
is originated from the base population and inbred gradually to homozygosity, the 
difference between the mean of the base population and the value of the line at 
homozygosity is , where Is the breeding value of the inbred line and S-^  
is the dominance deviation. We have argued that the inbreeding depression 
associated with a single line is Its inbred dominance deviation, 5 .^ Conceptually, 
this liberates us from the requirement of defining inbreeding depression as an 
average over many lines. More importantly, if inbreeding depression is defined 
simply as the dominance deviation of an inbred individual, both its meaui and 
variance relate directly to quantitative genetic parameters. 
Among the 6 traits studied in BS13(S)C0, we found unique features for grain 
yield in both Chapters 2 and 3. In Chapter 2, we found that genotypic values had a 
higher correlation with dominance deviations than with breeding values in both 
inbred and noninbred individuals (Table 2.6). For every other trait, the correlation 
between genotypic value and breeding value was higher than the correlation 
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between genotypic value and dominance deviations (Table 2.6). in Chapter 3, we 
found tfiat additive genetic variance for grain yield was expected to change very little 
within subpopulations derived from BS13(S)C0 until such subpopulations reach an 
expected inbreeding coefficient of approximately 0.5 (Fig. 3.9). Additive genetic 
variance was expected to decrease at a rate close to expectations under an additive 
model in all other cases (Rg. 3.9). Grain yield was rather similar to other traits in 
temns of the estimate of the degree of dominance, variance ratios, and changes in 
between-line and total variances (Table 2.5). We also pointed out in Chapter 2 that 
the correlation between genotypic values and dominance deviations has implications 
for inbred-progeny recun'ent selection. Since inbred dominance deviations are 
associated with a single allele, they could be considered heritable because a single 
allele passed from parent to offspring can become fixed if inbreeding occurs in a 
later generation, and the inbred dominance deviation is expressed again. If inbred 
genotypic value is highly correlated with inbred dominance deviations, selection on 
inbred progeny performance can reduce the frequency of alleles that have large 
inbred dominance deviations associated with them, and hence reduce inbreeding 
depression. Grain yield was unique in that genotypic values had a high correlation 
with inbred dominance deviations, which genetically tumed out to have important 
implications in both selection and drift. Based on our results, understanding the 
genetics of inbreeding, and the implications of such genetic facts, seems closely 
related to the congelation between inbred dominance deviations and genotypic 
values. It will be interesting in the future to see if additional estimates of this 
correlation are obtained in other populations or species. Additionally, the unique 
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pattern of the change in additive variance foilowing inbreeding combined with high 
correlation between genotypic values and dominance deviations in inbred progeny, 
raises the question as to whether there is a theoretical relationship between the 
change in additive variance and the correlation between genotypic values and inbred 
dominance deviations. 
Historically, tremendous emphasis has been placed on understanding heterosis 
in maize as well as other species. Heterosis, like inbreeding depression, is a 
function of dominance deviations. Lamkey and Edwards (1999) showed that 
heterosis could be classified into two types, panmictic-midparent heterosis and 
inbred-midparent heterosis. Panmictic-midparent heterosis is defined as the 
difference between the mean of a population cross, and the average value of the two 
parental populations. Inbred-midparent heterosis is the difference between the 
mean of the population cross and the mean value of the two parental populations 
when inbred to homozygosity. The inbred-midparent heterosis was shown to be a 
sum of the average inbreeding depression in the two parent populations plus 
panmictic-midparent heterosis (Lamkey and Edwards, 1999). The average 
inbreeding depression of the two parent populations is the average of inbred 
dominance deviations in the two populations, while panmictic-midparent heterosis is 
a function of population divergence. In Chapter 2, the H-model was developed 
showing that average heterosis between pairs of alleles in a population is equal to 
the negative value inbreeding depression and the variance of heterosis effects of 
alleles is equal to showing that the variance of heterosis within a 
population is a function of dominance deviations of both inbred and noninbred 
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individuals. Hence, mean heterosis is a function of dominance deviations of inbred 
individuals, while variance in heterosis is a function of dominance deviations in both 
noninbred and inbred individuals. 
Although a full understanding of the relationship between noninbred and Inbred 
dominance deviations Is probably not possible from traditional mating designs, 
mating designs certainly have a future in quantifying the magnitude of variances of 
dominance deviations and their correlations with breeding values and genotypic 
values. By relating covariance components for inbred relatives directly to breeding 
values, genotypic values, and dominance deviations, it becomes intuitively obvious 
how to design an efficient mating design to estimate components, and minimize 
collinearlty between them. Rather than focus on estimation of the components 
themselves, the focus should be on estimating breeding values and dominance 
deviations. In noninbred individuals, this has been accomplished through the use of 
half-sib and full-sib families. Since dominance deviations are contrasts between 
genotypic values and breeding values, estimating the variance of inbred dominance 
deviations, Dj, requires genotypic values and breeding values of a large number of 
inbred individuals. Such a mating design would include a large number of random 
inbred lines with the highest inbreeding coefficient attainable and a set of half-sib 
families produced using the inbred lines as females, and randomly sampling males 
from the base population. Since this design would provide estimates of breeding 
values, genotypic values, and dominance deviations of Inbred lines, the covariance 
between breeding values and dominance deviations, Z>,, would be attainable as 
well. Although possible only in maize and a few other species, consider a best case 
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scenario in which a large number of random, unselected inbred lines are obtained by 
7 or 8 generations of self-pollination (F>0.992). If inbred lines are paired at random 
to produce random Fi hybrids, each Fi hybrid provides many individuals with exactly 
the same genotype, randomly chosen from the population. In other words, obtaining 
a random hybrid is the same as sampling a random genotype from the population, 
except that the genotype is fixed in many individuals in the hybrid, so we have 
replication. In the ultimate mating design, a large number of random inbred lines 
would be 'chain crossed,' i.e., line 1 by line 2, line 2 by line 3, line 3 by line 4, etc. 
Each consecutive two crosses, line 1 by line 2 and line 2 by line 3 for example, 
share a single inbred parent. Thus, any pair of random hybrids can be described as 
either unrelated or half-sibs. If the random hybrids are evaluated along with the 
inbred parents per se, the variances and covariances obtained from such a design 
are given in Table 4.1: 
Table 4.1. Variances and covariances of four types of relatives in a mating design 
constructed from random inbred lines (F=1). 
Variance or covariance Expected value 
Variance of random hybrids  ^^ 2 
Variance of random inbred lines 2(7^+4£>, + Dj 
Covariance between a hybrid and one parent <72+  ^
Covariance between half-sib hybrids <72 
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The most noteworthy feature in the table is that 4 variances and covariances are 
available in the mating design outlined, and there are 4 unknown variance 
components, each of which can be solved for exactly. Such a design is no doubt 
impractical in most species and even most populations in maize. However, the 
design is provided here as an illustration of how a genetic understanding of the 
genetic variance components can lead to more efficient designs. The use of 
completely inbred lines is not a necessity. The higher the inbreeding coefficient 
obtained in inbred lines, the more precision will be available in components specific 
to inbred relatives. Perhaps a great improvement on the design we used would 
have been to produce the half-sib families (the So generation) on the S4 lines instead 
of the Si lines to obtain an estimate of the breeding value and genotypic value of an 
inbred generation for better separation of cr^ , Z),, and Dj. As our design was 
conducted, we had a very good estimate of the variance of genotypic values of 
inbred individuals because we had many inbred generations, a good estimate of 
additive variance from the half-sib families, and a good estimate of the covariance 
between breeding values and inbred genotypic values. However, these quantities 
did not provide for efficient separation of the three components , Z),, and D2, as 
seen in the multicollinearity between these components. The parameter H' is 
probably the most difficult to estimate. The maximum possible coefficient on ff' is 
0.25 for an individual with an inbreeding coefficient of 0.5. Hence, in mating 
designs, the best case scenario would be to replicate an individual with inbreeding 
coefficient of 0.5. One possible way to generate such an individual would be as 
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follows: 1) self individuals in the base population to obtain Si lines, 2) self two 
individuals within each Si line to obtain two Sa lines within each Si, 3) advance the 
Sa lines to homozygosity by single-seed descent, 4) make paired crosses between 
inbred lines that originated from the same Si. The two inbred lines that originate 
from within the same Si line have a Yt. chance of being fixed for the same allele, and 
a chance of being fixed for different alleles. Therefore, the cross between inbred 
lines that originated within the same Si has an expected inbreeding coefficient of 
0.5. 
Very little attention has been given as of yet to detailed quantitative genetic 
analysis of inbreeding. However, given recent developments in theory and the 
gradual maturation of maize germplasm to a point at which selection during 
inbreeding becomes easier to avoid, more of this type of work should be possible. 
Given the important implications of inbreeding in inbred progeny selection, changes 
in genetic properties of populations with inbreeding, and heterosis, it seems there is 
definitely a need for more wori<. Hopefully, the work we have done here will be of 
some help to future workers in this area. 
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